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u. S. IMPERIALEM 
on the Negro q d o n ,  ahd laid the basis for a corrcet 
apprmch to our task in work among Negroes in the present 
p e r i d  Comrade Browder stressed the imporbme of the 
fight on two fronts against white chauvinism as the main 
danger and against petty bourgeois nationalism, which he 
correctly eallsd the "reverse side of white chauvinism." 
In my report I wish to elaborate on this question of tht 
fight on two fronts, particularly in relation to the fight 
against the Negro reformist danger, which, in the present 
period, has kmme acute and m i d % .  
An outstanding characteristic of the present moment is the 
sharp in- in the activities of the Negro bourgeois ro 
formists and petty bourgeois nationalist leaders amwg the 
Negro masses. We find that these activities have not only * 
been intensified, but are assuming more varied and subtle 
forms. In addition to the oficial bourgeois reformist or- 
ganizations and their activities, there has appeared upon the 
scene in the recent period numerous petty bourgeois na- 
tionalist movements. We also witness definite attempts to 
crystallize 'Zeft" ref ofmist Negro movcmmts. 
This phenomenon is directly connected with the sharpen- 
ing class struggle and growing radicalization of the Negro 
toilers. Only on this basis can it be explained. Wc might 
say that the increased activities of the Negro reformists, 
their attempts to strengthen natiodism among the masses, 
take place in direct proportion to the increase of our rewlu- 
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tionary influence among the Negro masses. We see that 
wherever we begin serious work among the Negroes, where- 
evw our inRuence is extended among -them, we find ourselves 
confronted sharply with the problem of the struggle against 
Negro reformism as -an irnmedkte obstacle in the revalu- 
tionizathsn of the Negro masses, as for example, in Chicago, 
in St. Louis, the South, in connection with the Scottsboro 
campaign and the struggle against lphing. Everywhere, 
Negro reformists and petty bourgeois nationalist leaders of 
d shades, under the cover of the most cunning demagogy, 
are feverishly working. 
What is the object of these activities? It is clear tbat 
their object is to halt the growing revolutionary drift of the 
Negro masses, to hinder the growing unity of Negro and 
white toilers in the struggle against rising fascist reaction, 
to  hold the masses under the influence of bourgeois reform- 
ism, petty bourgeois nationalism, which means ob jectivdy, 
to hold them to the shackles of imperialism. It, is now 
becoming c l a m  than ever that Negro reformimi is the 
main enemy within the ranks of the Negro people, the chief 
social support of imperialist J im-Cm d o n  among the 
Negro masses. Therefore, the struggle against and exposure 
of the Negro reformists and the petty bourgeois nationalist 
leaders, their isolation from the masses, is a central, most 
urgent task 05 our Party and the revolutionary movement 
at tbe present time. Involved in this &ht for the IIhtion 
of the masses from the treacherous iduences of the Negro 
reformists and their organizations, is the whole question 
of proletarian hegemony and Party leadership in the rising 
national revolutionary movement of the Negro people. It 
is a question of who will beat whom. What policy shall 
prevail? Our proletah class policy of a revolutionary 
alliance between the Negro masses and the white working 
class for the overthrow of American imperiatism and the 
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realization of the rights of Negrws or the reformist policy 
of surrender to imperialism, the policy which substitutes re- 
actionary utopian illusions tt place of revolutionary strug- 
gle, a policy which a n  I d  only to defeat, and to strengthen- 
ing the yoke of imperialist oppression upon the masses of 
Negro tders and the white toilers as wdl. 
The Obi& sf Negro Reformism 
Let us examine some of the activities of the Negro bur-  
geois reformists, petty bourgeois nationalist organizations in 
the present situation. Among the Negro reformist organ- 
izations we find the chief role is still aIlotted to the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People. In 
the leadership of this organization, we find Negro bourgeois 
reformists of the type of Walter White, Pickens, Schuyler, 
DuBois en bloc, with white liberals ("enlightened" imperial- 
ist elements) of the type of Spingarn, Mary White Oving- 
ton, etc., and even outspoken imperialist politicians such as 
Senator Chpper, Governor General Murphy of the Phidip- 
pines, etc.; also open Negro reactionaries of the type of 
Dr. Moton of Tuskegee. It is these imperialist dements 
that govern the policies of the organization. The cornpi- 
tion of the leadership of the N.A.A.C.P. thus gives a dear ' 
indimtion of this policy. 
What is this policy? 
The guiding theory on which the policy is based is that: 
The Negro question can be solved within the confines of 
the present capitdist imperialist s d a l  order without rew- 
lutionary strugg1e. That the fate of the Negro masses is 
bound up with the maintenance of capitdism, or as Kelly 
Miller, outspoken Negro conservative expresses it: "Capi- 
tal is the Negro's friend ; white labor is his enemy." There- 
fore, according to this, the winning of Negro rights does 
not entail a fight against capital, Le., imperialism; on the 
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contrary, it implies the collaboration with the whitt imperial- 
ist rulers, or in the words of the M.kA.C.P* leaders, "united 
front of the ' k t '  elements of both races." Against whom? 
Against the rising mass movement of' Negro and white 
toilers, particularly against its leaders--the Communists. 
This is the core of Negro hrgeois reformism. From 
this flows its tactical Iine of reliance on bourgeais courts, 
legislative bodies, its treacherous compromises with the 
white ruling class, its reactionary sabotage of the rcvolu- 
tionary struggles for Negro rights. "The Constitution is 
the ship, all else is the sea," says Kelly Miller. 
In the present period of sharpening class struggles and 
pl it icd awakening of the Negro peoples, this @icy implies 
the active supplementing of the ruling dass tactic of split 
and division in the ranks of the working class; it implies 
active alliance with all reactionary forces against the rising 
national liberation movement of the Negro masses, against 
the revolutionary labor movement, and its leaders, the Com- 
munist Party. Negro reformism has become an active agent 
of the d i n g  imperialist bourgeoisie in helping to prepare 
the way for fascism. 
The division of the toiling masses aIong lines of race and 
nationality, above all, the fostering of friction between black 
and white w o r k e r d s  is the very heart of the strategy 
of rising fascism. This is definitely the meaning of the 
present campaign of white chauvinism and anti-Negro feel- 
ing launched by the bourgeoisie. Its object is to split 
off the rising stntggle of the Negro masses from the mo- 
lutionary movement-to deprive the revolutionary worfung 
class of one of its main reserves. This is why Negro re 
formism with its policy of collaboration with the white ruling 
class oppressors, its anti-labor activities, its &trines of Jim. 
Crow nationalism and racial seclusion, complement corn 
pletely the program of fascism. I t  is but the reverse side of 
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the fadst coin. This is why, at the prew~t  moment, Ameri- 
can imperialism, as it procends with its policy of f d z a t k ,  
is consciously building up Negro reformism as its best 
agent within the rafiks of tht Negro peopk It is not anb- 
dental, therefore, that just at this moment the i m p g i s t  
gmmment in Washington has embarked upon a poky pf 
. drawing Negro mfmmisb and burgeois p l i ~  m y  
into the government apparatus and the N.RA. machinery. 
Thii is not ody recognition on the part of imperialism hf thc - 
services of its Negro lackeys. This policy of mrnptim of 
Negro upper cIass elements is intmdcd to strmgthcn the 
social base of the imperialist d e n  among the Negro d d d h  
b s ,  to use sections of them as an effective buffer to ward 
off the gathering mass movement and to make easier the 
carrying through of its policy of increased plunder of the 
Negro mie5. 
A whole series of this sort of "promotions" ha bten 
made in the recent period. A d e d  "Black Gbimet" of 
the Roosevelt admbktmtion has been formed. It includes 
such names as Eugene Kin& Jones, former head of the 
I National Urban League, now assistant to Daniel Roper, Sec- 
I retary of Commerce; Robert L. Vann, head of the Pi* 
bwgh Corr&r, is now special assistant to the Attorney Gen- 
a d ' s  office; Henry Hunt, prominent Southern Negro 
edumtpr, assistant to the governor of the Federal Agricul- 
t 
I turd Admhhtmtioa; Forrester B. Washington of P&3 
d d p h ,  director of Negro work in the Federal Emrgcnq 
I Relief unit ; Theophilus Mann of Chiago, a legal advisor 
of the Public Works Administmtion, etc., etc. 
An Aid to the Rooweh Nsvr &I 
Thus we find the Negro reformist l d e r s  supporting every 
f d s t  maneuver of the Roosevelt New h d  administratioa, 
albeit this support is camouflaged by demagogic 
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represented as in the interest of the Negro people. The New 
Deal and the N.R.A. is hailed by them as a New Deal for 
the Ne-. The Pittsburgh Courier, unoflicial mouthpiece 
af the N.A.A.C.P., is at the same time the foremost spokes- 
man in support of the New Deal policies among Negroes. 
Its pages and editorials literally scream with paeans of 
praise for the Roosevelt: New Deal administration. The 
sharpening of national oppression under the New Deal, the 
legalized discrimination and lower status of the Negro work- 
ers in the N.R.A. o d e s ,  the chauvinistic policy of wholesale 
replacement of Negroes by white workers further to divide 
the Negro and white toilers, particularly in the South, the 
legatzed robbery and plunder of the Negro farming inasses 
through the cotton plow-under program and the vicious 
Bankbead B i l h l l  of this (according to these leaders), is 
not the fundamental objective of the whole New Deal policy 
This worsening of the living conditions of the Negro masses, 
this further attack upon their politicat rights is represented 
metely as the result of "individual injustices" in the local 
application of the New Deal policy. Thus, the fight of the 
Negro toilers is made to appear not a fight against the fa&& 
New Deal policy, but merely n fight for fairness in the appli- 
cation of this policy. Thus, the Joint Committee on Na- 
tional R e c o v q ~  united front of Negra reformist organ- 
izations, sponsored by tbe W.A.A.C.P. and the National 
Urban League, with headquarters in Washington, has as its 
declared policy the fight for "fair play for Negroes within 
the N.R.A!' through co-operation with the administrators 
of the N.R.A., C.W.A., P.W.A., etc., bringing to the atten- 
tion of these officials grievances of Negro toilers, acting in 
an uno&ial advisory capacity of the New Deal adniinistra- 
tion. Of course, all this activity of the Negro reformist 
leaders around the New Deal has for its purpose the dis- 
organizing and confusing of the Negro masses in their pow- 
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bg rmtment  to these fascist *, d is isdesigned also 
@ &tort the aims of the rising mrwement among the 
bTkgroes, themby crippling their growing opposition to the 
advrrncing fascist& 0fEbe~Rommdt Mew Deal. 
The Cnsfi~Waqnss "Mi-Lyndring" MI -- Weapon of 
+k L y l e  
Of a .Pimilar nature is & latest maneuver of the N A A .  
CP. leaders w r d  to the stniggle again& l+g+ 
~ 1 1 s d  C d p - W a g n e r  Anti-LMing Bill. According to 
its sponaofs, the lynching of Megrmx will  Ix stwgpd by &. 
mere enactmetit of ofther law. This, in face of the fact 
that the 13th, I# and I* Amendments of the U. S. 
Candtution, p u q m h g  to guarantee ad rights to N w ,  
d but sctaps of paper; in faceof the fact that namer- 
orrs civil rights laws adorning the statutes of various Sates, 
w s e d l y  to guarantee tbe rights of. the Negroes, are 
W y  violated; in f a x  af the fact that even s d e d  anti- 
- laws in a number 05 States have by no means 
halted the work of the IyIlchers. But this is not all4 The 
Q&igan-Waper Bill not only fosters illusions; the sinister 
and reactionary purposes of this bill, its fascist character as a 
aweaw against labor arid against the Negro masses, is most 
dearly revealed in tlie clause d & q  a "mob." A "mob" is 
deibedas g ' ~ T e e o r m o r e p p l e ~ n g . i n ~ w i t h o t r t  
,he authority of the law for the pwpose of depriving any 
perm of his E e  or doing him physid injury." Is it not 
dw that this clause puts a weapon in the hands of the 
' mers of the Negro peapIe? Any mass dern-ration 
o$ workers, picketing in a strike, a demonstration of share- 
eppprs against the local h d l w d ,  or for that matter, a mass 
adon against lynching itself, could be defined as a 
"mob," and the participants m t e d  under this d l e d  
Uanti-lynch law." The law would legalize the shooting down 
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of Negroes, white toilers, as at Camp Hill, Reeltown, as in 
the eviction demmstrationa in Chiago, Cleveland, etc. Any 
such demonstration could de defined as a "mob" "acting in 
concert without authority of the law" for the purpose of 
doing "physical injury" to the capitalist oppressors. Actual 
experience bears this out. We need but bring forward the 
kt that the Virginia Anti-Lynch Law which also includes 
such a definition was used only once, and that not again& 
lynchers, but for smashing the mass picketing of the textile 
strikers in Danville, Virginia. It is cler, therefore, that this 
bill, dmagogically supported by the Negro reformists as a 
solution for lynching, is in actuality a legal weapm of lynch 
terror ! It is an instrument directed to the physical suppres- 
sion of the Negro masses and the working class. 
In addition to its purpose as a weapon of outright physical 
violence against the mas=, it also, like all other reformist 
measures, is dkeeted toward bolstering up the waning faith 
of the masses in capitalist institutimourts, legislative 
bodies, i,e., in the very instruments of ruling class op- 
pression. 
Now that local courts, as a result of Scottsboro, Tusca- 
lwsa, e t ~ ,  have been exposed before wide masses as insttu- 
men& of the lynchers, the reformists seek to peqxtmte the 
illusions regarding the impartiality of bourgeois legal ma- 
chinery by recourse to the Federal courts. They imply that 
tbe higher courts are impartial and cannot be influeaced by 
vulgar class or nationaI prejudice. By this maneuver, they 
seek to conceal the true role of the Washington imperialist 
governeat which stands at the head of the whole system. 
of national oppression of the Negro masses, a system of 
which lynching is an inseparable part. This objective sup- 
port to the lynchers is further seen in the fact that in this 
hilf lynching is treatd, not as a part of the wble system of 
national and soda1 persecution of the Negro people, but as 
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F someding entirely separate and apart from this system, In ' thi. manner, Negm rrfamirt lnders seek to foster thc lie 
that lynching be su-sfully fwgfit without, at the same 
time, attacking the soda1 and economic base from which it 
d. It is not accidental, therefore, that this Bill contains 
no provisions for legal lynchings ar frame-ups, bemuse 
in these courtroom lynchings the courts themselves a&ly 
earj. out the work of the lphers .  
It is quite clear that the purpose of the Costigan-Wagner 
i s  to d i m  the masses of Negro arrd white toilers in 
the face of the growing fascist lynch terror. Under the 
+se oi a fight qpht lynchingI the M.AAC.P. leaders, 
m effect, give practical support to the lynchem. 
It is not accidental that at a time when the movement against 
lynching is gaining fresh momentum throughout the country, 
when popular indignation is rising everywhere against these 
barbarous attacks, at o time when the illu&ns of the massts 
in bourgeois dmmcmy are being m d l y  shattered, and 
whcn in ever greater numbers the masses are t a K q  the path 
of revolutionary stqgle  against l y d h g  and o p p m s h ,  
outside of bourgeois courts and leg.isrsrtivc Wes, and under 
the lmdership of the C.P. and revolutionary o m t i o m  
-it is not accidental that tbe bourgeois reformists and their 
imperialist masters, pick precisely sach a time to come for- 
ward with the p r o w  for a u m  b, supposedly against 
lynching, but in ' d t y  to stifle the risiag movement of the 
masses, to dissipate its fevolutionaq energy, to ensnare 
the masses in the trap of bwrgeois legalism. 
At the same time, this bill is a d n g  maneuver m tbe 
part of the imperialists and their M.AA.CP. agents to 
retain the waning prestige of the Negro bourgeois reformist 
leaders among the masses. This prestige bas been sharply 
undermined as a resalt of our activitits, pt iuW1y  our 
mass earn* of action and exposure around the Scotts- 
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boro issue. It is a maneuver of the bourgeoisie to 
sQengthen the position of this leadership as against: the 
paring in%uence of the revoIutionary m o m e n t  among 
Negroes. In fad, this was the very essence of the s m e s  
of the reformist leaders at the recent hearings before the 
Senate Committee on the Costigan-Wagner Bill. These 
speeches showed clearly that the main interest of these mi*: 
leaders in the passage of this bill was not to stop lynching,, 
but to restore the faith of the Negro masses in capitalist' 
justice as against the growing influence of the Communists, 
This was clearly expressed by them in their statements be-7 
fore the Senate hearing on the Costigm-Wagner Bill. 
On that occasion Mr. Walter White, National Secretary 
of the N.A,A.€.P., stated: 
1 
'*Twelve million M e g m  who have been the chief mffereia from 
tbja evil are today anxiously looking to this committea aad to 
Congms for the w g e  of thil Bill. Energetic and long con- 
tinued cffom have been made by c#& rakM moummtj to 
convince the Amerian Negro tbat hi h o p  of jwtict under the 
preaenr f o b  of government is d t m  and that k must lend hh 
aid in helping to owdrow &is gwernmeat and to e b l i s h  a 
new one. . . . It is for thia cornminee and for thin Congr~ss either 
to dernmstmte that this hope is not a futilt one, or & to give 
weight to tho* who contmd that wch a h o p  i s  idiotic . . . r c f n d  
based upon figments of expeditncy or c d t u t i o d t y  to afford 
Federal aid againat Iyarhing wiu inevitably rtsult in a dctpening 
of thh rmatment d k  A-a m d  do wdl to mwidm." 
IMy emphasieH.H.1 
Here, his main emphasis is not against lynching, but 
against the growing revolutionary movement of the Negro 
and white toilers, which is breaking through reformist illu- 
sions. It is a plea for mare support from his imperialist 
masters in the fight of the Negro reformists against. the 
rising revolutionary movement. 
In view of dl this, it is  small wonder that we find behiid 
.,sanging fmm S-tor Wagner ( b p m r  of tbe MSG 
~ & & & m d h g  'Wagner Bid"), the pmbshnal red-haiter 
Hadton Fish, 50utbern &onaria af the Inter-racial 
fbmiy tees ,  down to the social-fascist leaders-4 united 
'to defend the Negro massesq not +st lynching and grow- 
'ing impwidist oppression, but agaiwt Communism, against 
the mvolutiwary struggle far natiothl Ihmtha 
The B;U af Civil Righk for +he Negm People 
. Against t h  trachpw1s maneuvers of the Negro re- 
formists, we must bring forward more energetically the 
"BiU of GiviI Rights fw the Negro fesple," proposed by 
the m e  of StmggIe for Negro R i h b .  
The "Bill of Gvil Kitsn difEers d i d y  from the re- 
actionary Costigan-Wagner Bill in that : 
I. It contains a clmr clam definition of lynching. Lynch- 
ing is hw#d in connection with the whble network of d l  
and national persecution under which the Negroes in this 
c m t q  suffer- The abdition af lyaeRirg* is insqmably 
tied up witb the entire quwdon of real errfarcement of 
democratic rights for Negroes. This treatment of lynching 
as a part ol the l q e t  question of social and political rights 
for Nqgraes, implies that the struggle against lynching eatl 
be rmmssfdly fought only wha  conaected with the fight 
' against the whole systm of Nepo persation. This basic 
hu& has been brilliantly mafirmed by the world-wide strug- 
gIe for the freedom of the Scottdmm imp. 
3. The basic differmx8 however, lies in tfre radldy  op- 
posite pwpoaes behhd these two EL. In t n a g t  to these 
reformist proposals, tbe L.S.N.R. Bill is not presented as a 
awedl for lyllehing. We have no itlasions Bat the mere 
ssage of the Bill \rill irr itself abolish lynchhg. On the 
la  
contrary, we know that even the most "perfect" bil means 
nothing unless b&ed by a revolutionary policy. 
4 ,  
What is a revolutionary policy against lynching? Such a 
policy must have as its primary aim the mass mobilization of 
Negro and white toilers in revolutionary struggle against 
the lynchers, outside of bourgeois courts and legislative 
bodies. This alone can guarantee the defeat of the lynchers. 
Our BiII is not a substitute for struggle. On the contrary, 
it is an instrument for stirring up mass struggles ; a weapon 
with which to clarify and mobilize the toilers in militant 
mass defense action outside of and against all bourgeois 
legal traps which are in reality the tools of the lpnchers. 
Precisely in this lies the basic difference between our revo- 
lutionary tactics and the tactics of the reformists. The 
best "bill" against lynching is militant demonstrations of 
tens of thousands of white and Negro toilers on the streets 
ar,d in the factoria, beating back the lynchers. 
It is urgently necessary that we seriously undertake the 
development of the widest campaign far the LS.N.R "Bill 
of Civil Rights." A nation-wide signature drive in support 
of this Bill must be immediately launched. The Bill must 
be brought before all toilers, Negro and white, into the shops, 
mines, factories, all mass organizations. Resolutions should 
I>e adopted. Delegations of Negro and white workers must 
present.this Bill before Senators, Congressmen, State and 
local officials, demanding that they endorse this measure. 
It must be brought forward in every struggle, strike, and 
demonstration. At the same time, tbt Bi must be used as 
an instrument for developing militant mass actions of Negro 
and white toilers in aU localities for the immediate and spe 
cific demands of the Negro masses against the Jim Crow 
and lynch system. 
The campaign around this Bill must result in the buirdhg 
up of the L.S.N.R. into a real mass organization uniting 
24 
N+ and white toilers in th; struggle for Ne&a lhmtioa 
in this task of buildii rrp the LS.NB., we must once for 
dl d m  from the stage of moltrtions and tfedsioP*l oa 
paper b the actual b&zation of mass stmggI& for Negro 
rights. And in this, the & agaizrst lynching and for 
upif rights gives US an e3ccellat p r b n i t y ,  The LSNS. 
ean be Wit up d y  in d 
'Fhe Program for a ~~ FedeMHon sf L a b  
The activitie uf the N q p  mformisb in the pment situa- 
tion are not only c m h e d  to the field of politits. Moreand m m  
. they are increasing activities in the field of e c x r d c  
stnggies of the Negro workers. As tbe Negro p m W t  
advance mw81rds hegemany in the N* b i t i m  w, 
the Negro reford@ attempt to stave ofl this advame. We 
find now the N.A.A.C.P. leadm issuing &magogic tele- 
gram to R o d t  and M.R.A. administmtom, 4tpmhdng" 
againsf isolated w e s  of xndabntment of Negro workers 
uadw the N.R.A. d m  C.W.A., P.W.A., gtrrding of dde  
~t i~nstQpartidptel l t tcadeheatingshthe~indUs-  
h-ks where massea crf Negroes are emplopd. This they 
do in order to pose as the friends of the Negro workers. 
These adhitiles alm include participation in local and rc- 
g i d  N . U .  buards, setting up of E m p e y  Advisory 
C a m m i t ~ s w t h e R ~ P ~  Of m w s @ , i n ~  
strike situation involving massed of Negro workers, l d  
Negro r e f o d t s  have beeD d l e d  in by the capitdsb to 
But now, the nab-wide mas movement of workers for 
the mbllshmmt of trade unions is inrrol~hg hundreds of 
thousam& of Negro worker@ is the WC industria of the 
mun-. lib inpUed the Negro  formi it st L e a h  to 
~ a p o a a n d v e ~ o f a ~ N e g r o t o i I e r s  
l6 
in the industries dong Jim-Crow lines. Thus it is not acciden- 
tai that precisely at this moment the National Urban League 
("industrial specialists" of the Negro bourgeois reform- 
ists), comes forward with a "new labor program" A ~ o r d -  -1 
ing'to the ofkhl statement of Arnold ~ h ,  &ting secretary, 
"this program is designed to create an effective instrument 
of Negro Iabor throughout the country by bringing together 
bath organized and unorganized labor into a common federa- 
tion. . . ." The statement goes on to say '?be experience 
of the National Urban League through its local branches 
and its Emergency AdvEsory Gun& in the Recovery 
Program, has dmmstrated beyond doubt that Negro labor 
1 
will be ief t osrt jPI the coid, unless some effective nation-Pvide 
solidarity is created by them, and the Urban League is 
undertaking to bring this about." (Pittsburgh Cowrim, March 
31, 1934.) It is clear that these rnideaders are apprehensive 
not that the Negro workers will be "Ieft out in the cold," 
but that they, themselves, will be left out in the cold. What 
wiU be the program of this Jim-Crow Federation of Labor? 
In a recent telegram to President Raosevelt on the strike 
situation in the automobile industry, Walter White, na- 
tional secretary of the N,.4..4.C.P., said: 
'Wndcr open shop the Negro has received greater opportunitia in 
the automotive industry than in any other, both in number of job  
and chances far advancement." Then against unions: "Unhappily, 
the Negro in some industries Im joined unionr and then after 
going on svikt has been replaced with white unionists" Then 
finally: your notable efforts to help organized Iabor obtain a 
voice in i n d u s ~ p ,  we ask you to remind labor unions they with 
ill grate Fan ask ben&ts for white labor, while these unions di+ 
criminate against black labor." 
Of course, comrades, this is so and cannot be denied. 
The A. F. of L. bureaucracy has consistently applied the 
Jim-Crow policy of American imperialism in the unions. 
1% 
Put ~s truth is d e ~ i t d y  brought forth by the reformists 
@ obscure the red  issue. 
What is the dmeptian tbat these misleadem wish to put 
across on the Negm workers? It is that arganimd labor is 
I identical with the A, F, of L, bureaucracy ; that is, the 
! masses of white workers have the same detests as their 
: e o a r y  @ OW&. Of 00- this d y  camr~tha  
. the basic Negro reformist nationalist tuncept that the inter- 
ests of the Negro and white wodcers are not identical but 
anbgonistic. To Water up this deception, these mis lders  
try to hide from the Negro masses the existence of the rwo- 
Iutionary trade union mopemeat with its poky of solidarity 
of Negro and white workers and itl defense of the demands 
of the Negroes, its poricy of struggle against the Jim-Crow 
A. F. of L. bureaucracy. This line is wen more dearly 
expressed in an editorial of the Pittsbsrrgh Coirrier, cap- 
tiwed, "Watch This Open Shop Business": 
'We dqhra  the fact that the k F. of L. shop lm gen- 
erally b#n d d  to M c p  tnbor, w b h  the open h p  has m 
f r q m d y  brea opcn to PIcgro lahor, but we -ot deny ita 
reality." 
Here is the whole line: Negro workers should support 
the open shop, which r n w  the strikebreaking, union-bdng 
policy of the capitalists and A. F. of L. fakers. 
Thus the poky af this new federation can bi: no 
other tbm that of class coUabomtion, full emperation 
with the strikebreaking, open shop, company union 
policy of the N.R.A. and National Zabw Board, 
fd endorsement of e ~ e r y  fascist measure attempted against 
Negro and white w o r k s ,  a policy of split and division In the 
labr movement. It will lx an active suppIeme~~t to the A. 
F. af L. bureaumacy. This mu& is clear. 
Here also Negro reformism with singular exactness adapts 
I its& to the specific d of Amerian imperialism at the 
present moment. By indiscriminately branding all unions as 
natural enemies of the Negro workers, by blurring over , 
the role of the Communists and revolutionary trade unions, 
the only force fighting for the rights of the Negro toilers on 
the eoonomic field and against the reactionary trade union 
A. F. of L. bureaucracy--this means not only to deceive the 
Negro workers, but to sabotage their struggle against Jirn- 
Crowism on the job, in the shops, factories, etc., to give 
direct support to the capitalists and the fascist A. F. of L. 
bureaucracyracy 
At the same time, in this editorial, the gate is left open 
for an active collaboration of the A. F. of L. bureaucracy 
and Negro reformists. 
W e  arc in principle b d  the A. F. of L. in its e f f o ~  to
organize the nutomobile worken and a b l i a h  dosed hop. . . . 
~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ t ~ i ~ ,  ww he A. F. of L. ~ r n  for wtrq 
qd r i g k  for dl Mor in e,it bas tmt done m in 
practice. . . . W c  MI believe more firmlr in the d F. of L. 
when it cbangw its poliq of wgegation and dhimination &at- 
ing in most of its af6liatcd organizations" [Emphasis min- 
H. H.1 
According to this, Jim-Crowism is not a fundamenid 
policy of the A. F. of L. bureatmy. OR, no! This bureauc- 
racy stands for "dernmcy and equal rights for all labr". 
Where then rests the responsibility for Jim-Cmwism ? This, 
we are given to understand, rests with the prejudice of the 
rank-and-file members of the various unions. The innocent 
A. F. of L. bureaucrats have merely succumbed to the pres- 
sure of this prejudice of the rank and file t This is what 
the A. F. of L bureaucrats would have the Negro workers 
Mieve. 
S h a r p  Struggle for Everyday Demands1 
Comrades, all of this means that the Negro reformists 
are out definitely to challenge our influence and leadership 
over the Negro workers in the trade union field. It is quite 
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dear that this can be combatted only m the bgs of more 
serious and enagetic work by our trade Miens among 
M q p e s ,  more energetic struggle in ddetw of &a damn& 
of the Negro workers by our d o a s  and opposihs in the 
A. F. of L. We must seriously begin an active ampaign 
of recruiting t h d s  of Negro w w k s  into aur rev* 
Iutionruy trade dam,  to make the rdutionary trade 
uaioas the '!main levers for the otgarbtion of the Negro 
masses," as dled  for in & Resolution of the Foutteenth 
Pleatlxn of our Central Comtdte. W e  must now seriously 
undertake the & of: buitding up a, revolutionary trade 
mion apposition in the Jim-Cmn lmab of the A, F. of L 
Oarr white mawade8 in the r e v o ~ u ~  o p w o n  in the 
A F. of L. must corn to the fore as a I d k g  force ia the 
4ght agaiast tbe Jim-Crow policies of the A F. of L 
buteaacrats, Similarly, our white cmnrades in the in- 
dent unions must energetically advance the stmggle far the 
spc& demands of the Negro works. One of the most 
important duties of wr ~ew0111tiomry trade union op@tibo 
is to bring forward fearlessly and unbesitgtiagly the spmific 
demands af the Negro toilers against Jim-Csowism a d  h r  
the unity of the Negro a d  white toilws In. the smtggle 
against the eapitafists. 'It is to the grabit interest of tbe 
white workers to the Jim-Crow pdiq af t4e A. F. 
of L. fakers, since it is just this poIicy which is one of the 
main instruments of the Basses to p a d p t  and d~~~~ 
'the &ggIes of the entire working class. 
W e  must establish our group and frsctiot*r within all m 
&led Negm independent unbas. Any white chauvinistic 
ddng over the s p d  demands of the Negro workers is 
more dangerbus than ever. It plays directly into the hands 
of the capitalist oppmsars. It is equivalent @ desertion 
of dw masses to the h u e s  aatbnatists, to give direct 
support to the fascist sdikeb&iig efforts of the bur- 
&sie a d  the A F. of L fakers. 
is 
II. THE GROWTH OF PEllY-BOURGEOIS '- 
NATIONALISM 
N the present situation, we have to deal not only with 
the open clear-cut bourgeois reformist movements 
of the type of the N.A.A,C.P., National Urban League, 
Ministers' Alliances, etc. In the present period, these or- 
ganizations, with their openly declared policy of collabora- 
tion with the white rulers, are not sufficient to corral the 
Negro masses. The leaders of these organizations are find- 
ing it increasingly difficult to halt the Leftward drift of the 
masses, to keep them chained to their leadership and hence 
to imperialist reaction. Under the sharpening blows of the 
Jim-Crow lynch offensive of the white ruling classes, and 
as a result of the increasing activities of our Party and revo- 
lutionary organizations, Negrws are becoming disillusioned 
with the reformist panaceas and are increasingly taking up 
the path of revolutionary struggle under our leadership. The 
reformist leadership over the toilers is being sharply threat- 
ened. For example: already in the N.A.A.C.P., there is 
developing a strong undercurrent of oppositional sentiment 
to the treacherous policies of the leadersl~iip. A rank-and- 
file Left Wing is striving to crystallize itself. 
The official bourgeois reformist leadership is attempting 
to meet this situation through more cunning deinogogy, 
through combining "Left" phrases with desperate appeals to 
the nationalist moods of the Negro masses, emphasizing more 
than ever the slogans of race loyaIty, solidarity, etc. At the 
same time a whole series of petty-bourgeois nationalist 
movements are springing up, advocating the wildest re- 
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o~lary and'utaph schemes e a way out: of the misery 
f the Negro people under the cris'1sb The$c 
the most part advocate a yolunbry a ~ : d p t a m  
and J i m M s m  as inwitable. The wt 
it i folly ; make rht best of it. The Negroes must 
into tbwselves, build up their own life within the 
row ghettoes. Heme, they p r o p  f d c  schemes 
$or building up self-mtking economy among Negr~e5 withiin 
bi;e walls of sepgation, in the Black Belt of the citk, under 
the leadership of bushss men and profdowls, advancing 
dl sorts of illusmy schemes for the establ ibnt  crf co- 
operativa and industry along Jim-Cruw Iines, holding forth 
the bourgds utopian perspective of eventually establishing 
iadustriw which dl be awned and operated by Negroes and 
furnish e m p l ~ p e n t  to N w  workers. 
At the m e  time a number of nm&weykt movements 
{new editions of Garr~m-p.isptwils for mass migration 
out a£ the country, "P&eful Return to Africa") are gain- 
+ w a d  among the Negro masses as a salution fut tbe 
ills of tbe Negro people. These movements, in some mes,  
are d e d  with amti-im@dist slogans, and even adopt 
g~i-Communist coloring, as for exampla, the Adcan-  
Liberian plan, being- initiated by William N. Jones of the 
B d t h t ~ r ~  A f r o - A d m .  
The sDeial  base for this spread of peQ-bourgmis national- 
ism lies in the masses of petty b u r p i & ,  small bwinws 
men, shopkeepers, whose economic base is beiog undermined 
and destroyed by the ravages of the crisis, and Zn the grow- 
ing army of the unemplqtd Negro psty bourgeois intel- 
lectuals, These latter, in the main, furnish the leading cadres 
of all these petty-burgeois nationalist movements. 
At the bottom of dl of h e  reacfiona~y s q r d o n a l  
-es is reflected the desperation of the Negro petty 
bourgeoi9ie, driven to despair by the ruthless encraachmenfs 
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of imperialism on their already meagre markets in the Jim- 
Crow districts of the cities, It reflects an attempt on the 
part of these eIemmts, mder the leadership of --bur- 
geois visionaries, to find escape from their plight. This 
they seek to do by desperate appeals for race loyalty and 
solidarity, etc., and through advocating mass migration either 
. 
to  a Jim-Crow utopia within the country, or back to A f b .  
Here, presumably, they will have the opportunity of ex- ' 
plaiting "their own masses", free from imperiaIistic corn- = 
petition, and develop into a full-fledged bourgeoisie. In sup- 
port of these reactionary and illusory dreams, the petty bour- # 
p i s  nationalist leaders are making feverish attempts to 
establish a mass base among the Negro poor farmers and 
the most poIitidy backward sections of the working class, - 
particuIarly among the unemployed. 
At the same time, the growth of these movements meals 
the breaking away of sections of petty bourgeois intellectuals, 
formerly adhering to the leadership of ofkial Negro bour- 
~ w i e  reformism as represented in the N.AA.C.P., National 
Urban League, etc. It reAects an attempt on the part of 
these elmants to formulate an independent program. But. 
we know that the petty bourgeoisie as an intermediary class 
isn't capable of formulating an independent policy. It must 
either fallow the revolutionary leadership of the pruletariat' 
or inevitably be drawn under the influence of imperialist 
reaction. 
Thus, while apparently voicing owsi t ion  to the &a1 
bourgeois reformist leadership, these petty bourgeois na-- 
tionalist leaders objectively represent the interests of the 
bourgeoisie. Therefore, objectively these movements reflect 
an &!tempt on the part of the petty-bourgeois leaders to- 
seize the leadership of the tising movement of the Negro 
rtlasaes against oppression in order to throttle it by diverting 
it into reactionary utopian chamils, away ftom revolutionary 
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f sW&e, and hence back into the fdd of tEre ~ O W @ S  d a m l i s t $ .  This mphasks the need for the further s t r a g t h h g  of 
I 
the hegemony of the Negro profeta*t stxad the leadersEp 
of the Commtst Paw in the Negro libmation r n w m  
slow the rim laid down in the Conventim Redlitiom. The 
1.&&iP of the working daws alone a n  guarantee victoy 1 to thc Negn mwae in thdr struggle far =ti& l i w o n ;  
; - thc leadership uf any other class will inevitably lead to b r ~  
tmyal and defeat. 
T h  Crhis In the N U G P .  I s a h h i p  
This situation1 the growth of our iduenm and p d g e  
among wide &ata of Negro masw,  an t l~e  one hand, the 
defdan  of dam of &ti p&ty-hmrg@is intdlwtds and 
their attempt to formttIate an hdepmdent policy, oa &c 
other--all this has rem1ted in a profound crisis in the top 
leadership of the N. AACP. Tbis t the sig&cance of the 
present quabblm among the N,A.A.C,P. leadem. This is 
the s ~ c s u l c e  of the mca11ed "Left" oppodtio~ of Dr. 
D d b h  to the M.A.A.C.P. leading p p .  Dr. DdMs and 
his friends' pretend to criticize the Walter WhiteSpirrgarn 
ldership from the Left. This criticism has beea along the 
iohwing Iines : 
A d o m  that the Wdtet WhiteSpkgasz~ lead~shtp 
is a &f  cliqtle; that p t d i d ~  for the "wel$a4' 
of Negroes are being worked out in h l I  d t t e e s  res- 
ponsible to no m e ;  ~~ catb for more demoer;t~y, mote 
antmany to f ie  total branches, tht  the organization cease 
its orientation m "the cultured few and turn towards the 
maw#"' he advcmtes &wing of young bled into thc 
leadmhip, &., etc. AmTding to him, the pment mdizim 
n d m e  a radial change in t h ~  whole set-up of the or- 
p i a t i o n  "if it is to fuSfil its Idstorid role'' (that is, of 
-I if it is .to conhue to be: an d d w  a p t  of the 
a 
white ruling dass among Negroes). Is there any real funda- 
mental difference between DtiBois and his friends and the 
leading group of the N.A.A.C.P. ? Of course not. There is 
no difference in priaciplf+medy fact id differ-. Dif- 
ferences on how best to carry out the interests a£ the white 
rulers a m g  the Negro masses; on how k t  to betray the 
masses in conditions of rising revolutionary upsurge and 
growing influeme of the Cammunist Party. Let us see what 
is the red program of DUB& behind these dema- 
gogic phrases? This program was revealed most clearly 
in the symposium conducted in the last four issues of The 
Ck&. Xn this symposium the White-Spingarn leadership 
attempts demagogically to represent the controversy within 
the N.AA.C.P. leadership as differences between the "mili- 
tant'* stand of that organization for Negro rights and against 
wgregation as opposed to the Dr. DuBois's group which 
wants to revise the policy and retreat before JimdCrowism. 
In answering this in the April issue of The C*, Dr. 
DuBois unwittingly exposes the demagogic pretenses of the 
N.A.A.C.P. leadership and its bankruptcy ; at the same time 
he comes forth with the clearest formulation of bourgeois 
nationalism yet advance& program of voluntary segrega- 
tion. Dr. DuBois says : 
"No matter how much we may f u h h t e  about #No 
gation,' thcre md the flat fact& M o m r ,  ihh &ation haa iP 
I 
the last quarter cmtury b steadily growing worn." 
Then Dr. DuBois expbdes the falee pretenses upon which 
the N.A.A.C.P. operates, He says : 
W, am Sgingam wrts, the N.A.A.C.P. h a  d n c t e d  a QOW- 
century campaign segregation, than the t~et r d t  bas been 
lidt kar &an 
"When we were living iu tima of p v r i t y j  when we were 
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m a l c i n g ~ - ~ ~ , ~ h c n Q u r ~ w a 6 ~ ~ d , w e  
' phpp mdd afford to waitt But today, faced by atan~t i~zb and 
eccmmk u p k v a l ,  aud by thc -ion of -g able to & 
s t d ~ ~ l d h t b & ~ ~ m ~ t h r r p o n t w , i t i s r i d f ~  
1- not to ec, and criminal net M OEU the c d i d  m l e ,  that 
&Q M b th4r d-tim upma the etspty rthtptioti of a 
dogan." 
What then is the way out? The learned Doaor answers : 
TheOdythhgthptwe m o t d y  m, but m 1 ~ t d 4  hvolun- 
4 k i a t d y  ta mgwb our eccmomic aod social. ewer,  
no matkr how much -ation it iavolw. Leom d
organkt OW M mmmemp h to cmpra t  and w 
machima Pad powex # p m d w ~ i  d v e s  ia m b d a  of 
d m w a ~ c  within om own pmup Run and mppo~t our 
own inwimtiezlRn 
the Rde af the DuBois " 0 ~ 0 n ~ ~  
The question r a i d  and answerad by Dr. Dubis in this 
toatrovasy is as follows: Can we keep on fooling the 
masses by the old formula? Dr. IhBois' answer is no. 
These old pa~laceas have W d y  outmved th+ timeI rbep 
are obsolete. In the present dhration af growing: political 
awakening of the Negro we must had new waya, 
invat new devices if we are to hold these masses under 
oux leadership and theme for c8pitdh. This is the meaning 
of Dr. Dubis' "oppasition?'. 
The wily Dr, hMs see the growth of petty-bouqeois 
nationalist m-enB springiqg up on all Gdes, He feels 
- that the N.A.4C.P. can retain its leadership and prestige 
among the only if it mmes f m r d  with a more 
deafat, nationalist w a r n ,  by stronger appeals to race 
loyalty, race solidarity. In fact, Ik, RUB&' propod is 
in d t y  that the 27AA.C.P. s h d d  actually t&e over 
the Idership as #ren as the program of the petty-bourgeois 
nationalist movementsd This means also that the N . k b C ; P .  
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l&ership must carry thraugh a less open policy of collabo- 
ration at the top with the white ruling class elements. The 
dictation of policies for the N A A C P .  by the imperialists 
must be carried through in a more concealed manner. In 
&her words, he is for making the N.A.A.C.P. more authen- 
t i d y  a Negro nationalist organization, an organization 
which will be able to embrace the numerous petty-bourgeois 
natiodist movements now cropping up. This is what he 
means by "fundamental reorganization of the N. AAC-P.", 
'h to the masses", etc. In other words, DuBois' "op 
position" is but another maneuver to catch the masses, to 
b l d  them hack from revolutionary stmggle. T d y ,  petty- 
bourgeois nationalism has found a cunning spdresman in 
the person of Dr. DuBois. 
Moreover, the oppasition of DuBois and his friends has 
brought out dearly the growing demoralization within the 
top ranks of the Negro middle class leadership, a real crisis 
of Negro bourgeois refo~.mism. It shows that the sharpen- 
ing i m p d i s t  offensive against tbe Negro masses, the 
growth of the revolutionary movement among them is shat- 
tering the basic props of Negro bourgeois reformism, as 
well as its pet slogandependence upon the white rulers 
and, as DuBais apressed it, the doctrine that "obvioulp 
deserve and accomplishment by Negroes can break down pre- 
judice", etc. The ideological confusion in the top leadership 
of the N.A.A.C.P. is clearly shown in a recent issue of the 
Phbwrgk Co&, unofficial mouthpiece of that organiza- 
tion. For el~ampIe, on the front page in big headlines we 
read, "DuBois Defends S ~ e g a f  ion", the f rmt page article 
hunches a sharp attack against him while the leading edi- 
torial in the same issue comes to his defense. 
Comrades, for our Park this situation -1s tremendous 
possibilities. a the basis of the sharpeued and sustained 
offensive in aur agitation, in our polemiw with these mislead- 
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'm, coupled with the more energetic pushing forward of our P 
I -1e for Negro rights on all fronts, and in this the a@- 
ation of the llnited front from below t a & h  can be 
no doabt that we can make the heaviest inraads among the 
z m w s  of the NA.A.C.P. followers. 
The "Jobs for Nugrws'' Mmmemt 
Let us now bridy analyze some of the new petty-bur- 
geois nationalist movements. It is precisely against these 
movements that we shall more and more have to direct our 
fire in the coming period. 
An excdingly daqpmus movement is the petty-hr-  
geois movement "far jobs" cropping up in a number of 
cities throughout the country. This movement a- in 
different places under various names. For exampie: In 
Balth~re, it is called the C w n i  movement ; in Washkg- 
ton, D. Cw the Negro Alliance, e k ,  etc. The petty-bmrgds 
charlatans at the head of this movement d n e  theit darts 
strictly to the Negro ndghbrhmis. The 5ght for jobs for 
Negroes is directed @st individual establishments in these 
PJegro centers. It ki dear that at b t  such tactiw ewld only 
result in securing a limited n h r  of jobs for Negroes, and 
d d  not in nny way bring reat relief to the suffering un- 
employed masses. 
But the wunter-revolutionaty kernel of this movement 
cashits preck.ly in the fact that not only d w  it dotage 
the red m e  of the Negro toilers far real unemployment 
relief and b u m q  against job ddiscrhhtion, etc., by con- 
fmhg this struggle to the Negro ghettoes. But, by advacatigg 
the replacement of white w o r k s  employed in Negro neigh- 
h h a &  by Negroes, the h d m  of this movement s& to 
dim the rishg resentment of the Negro toilers, not against 
the white rulers and their goyemmat, but against the white 
working elass. By this polid they actually promote riots 
n 
between Negroes and white toilers, thus playing directly 
into the hands of the fascist lynchers. 
N&t~~yh-New "Back-h-Africa" Movements 
Among the latest petty-bourgeois movements are several 
new editions of Garveyism-ne&arveyism, Negro Zionism, 
For example : The Nationalist Movement for the Establish- 
ment of a Forty-Ninth State (headquarters in Chicago). I n  
its program, the leaders of this organization cite the various 
proscriptions suffered by the Negro massrs in this country. 
displacements under the N.R.A., etc., concluding tbat all of 
this is natural and inevitable. Therefore, they propose that 
"the Federal government acquire a territory f rain the exist- 
ent States (adequate in size and fertile in soil) and dispose 
of this land and its resources to Negroes willing to settle!' 
This Jim-Crow defeatist scheme, according to its leaders, 
wiIl not only solve the Negro question, but, we are informed, 
'Cd o much to rslime tFw economic stress thmocghut the 
coarwry due to the vast ~vwsupply of wwkws w h  cadt fiud 
work''. 
Another movement of this type, also originating in Chi- 
ago, is the Peace Movement to Liberia. The leaders of this 
organization claim 4,m,om members who have signed a 
petition addressed to the President, asking that the govern- 
ment pay the expenses of transportation to Liberia, or 
Ethiopia, to settle. The signers af the petition, according to 
the leaders, state that "they hold themselves in readines to 
be eliminated from the impossibly competitive labor market 
here, by transportation in government transports to Africd*. 
Further, the release stares, "an exadus of the poorest people 
will ben& bath races, &prove labor c~~ for those 
remaining and jwo*rrote the bng-deferred ecommic recow 
wf.  But to leave no doubt in the minds of their imperialist 
masters as to the peaceful, aon-revolutionary character of 
this movement, of its utter subservience to imperialism. 
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bf dds ractimry scheme entails no mmplieations with 
foreign imperialist powers, the leaders make it dear that they 
axe not ortt: b set up an independent State. Oh, no I Their 
intention is merely to berome "law-abiding c i b s  under the 
pvemmnt  to which they tnigrat* it either fbMa or 
T k  two merrtents, ailing for mass d i t s  either to 
Liberia m to a Jim-Crow Forty-Ninth State WIW the 
country, have in emntnon the same r&onwy features. The 
inass migmtbn of N ~ o a  is presented not only as a solu- 
tion of the Negro problem, but as a step towards the d u -  
tion of the question af unemplquredt f w the white toilers. 
This shows a cmpicf8 w&pfm& by tRg jwtty-bgwge& 
Prdtw~ ut the h d  ef these mwetmtts of fh N g g r & b d k g  
dociriws of the f a k t  dmwgogws of the aKJI*X, B k k  
Skaits, whb Le*, dtc.  Tkse fusckt~4fSO k n t d n  that 
&# Ni?g0 dP9 t @ ~ ~ ~ & b l d  f ~ r  the SWffhp of the 
white toGers & the SaICth. 0s She basis of this, they mgk 
to d ~ f o  tlte khwd wh& workers kt@ mp#& of ali sorts 
of r e M i a m y  re om ti ow qakst N E ~ W S .  
It is clear, therefore, that these achemerr of the W q r u  
petty-bourgeois nationalist leaders fit precisely into the 
whole program of the W k  lynchera and aid in the dwelop- 
meat of fascism. In these utaQian &MI held fwth as m1u- 
tions for the ilk confronting &e Negro masses iq tbis 
country, there exists an objective basis £or an allianae b 
tween faxism and nea-Garveyh against the struggle of 
the Negro masses for national liberation, against the revolu- 
tiwry movement in general, 
The Uberidn Plan and U S. Irnls#bk 
But the must sub& and d m d  edition of neo-Gamyism, 
and therefore €be most dwgwou% is seen in the s o d l e d  
Lib&w-A&m Pk. The mgvmwt around this plan 
s 
is being initiated by certain k'qro petty-bourgeois nationalist 
jpmps in London, Paris, and the U. S. A, with the help 
and leadership of certain Negro renegades from Cormnun- 
ism. Foremost among these fatter is the renegade Padmore, 
who is undoubtedly the ideological head of the whole move- 
ment. The chief spokesman for this plan among American 
Negroes is none other than William N. Jones of the BdfG 
wore Afro-A-can, wrr erstwhile "fellow traveler" during 
the 19- Presidential Election Gmpaie .  Undoubtedly Mr. 
Jones found the program of revolutionary struggle advocated 
by the Communist Party tw rocky a mad for his wavering 
petty-bourgeois feet. In his quest for an "easier way", he 
found a guide in the renegade Padmore. 
Mr. Jones, it will be remembered, has just returned from 
a "good will, mission" to Liberia la conversation with Lib 
erian government offids during his stay thcre, the basis of 
a plan for the "assistance" of Liberia by the Negro people 
in the U. S. A. +and other p t s  of the world was worked out. 
Returning ftom Liberia via bndon, Mr. Jones was drawn 
into conference with the above-mentioned groups and the 
plan was further developed and rounded out. 
Let us briefly review the situation in Liberia in order to 
get a clear idea of the counter-revolutionary nature of the 
proposed plan. The d l e d  Independent Republic of 
Libwia has long been a virtual colony of United States 
i m ~ i s m .  American imperialism, represented chiefly by 
Harvey Firestone interests, completely dominates the main 
economic and finanuaI resources of the country. The in- 
habitants of Liberia can be divided into two main groups: 
( I )  the indigenous population numbering about 2,m,m 
and composed of d o u s  tribes, and ( a )  about 20,000 
Amerioa-Liberians, Negroes who are descendants of Am&- 
can ex-slaves. These settled in the country during the early 
days of colonization. This latter group comprises the native 
w 
bourgeois and intdectual da~ses, chiefly mapied as trading 
capitalists, plantation ownen, and pvernment officials. This 
Americanized Black bwrgeoisie in &knee with the native 
chiefs bas set itself up as an ohgarchy, imposing its will 
upon the native population. Its government at Monrovia, 
represented at present by President Barclay, SAS as poke- 
man for the intests of American imperialism and the 
Harvey Firatone Grpmation in the country. 
Although M c a a  b e e  apital long ago .invaded 
Li- its economic and politid grip upon the LiMan 
people was finally clinched through tbe agreemmt between 
the Libwian government and h e y  Firestone Corp, con- 
cluded in rga5. By the t e r n  of this robber agreemeat, 
Lieria was definitely reduced to a vassal Sbte of Wall 
Street imperialism. The terms of this agreement were as 
follows : I ) The F i t o n e  Corp. secured a concession of 
. r,m,w acres of rubber-producing Iand This land, WIG& 
will produce a crop af 250,000 tons of r u b k  year, was 
leased for the ridicuIms price of 6 cents an acre. (a)  The 
Firestone Corp,, through its agent, the America31 F b c e  
Corp., of New York City, farced a ktan of $5@m,w upon 
the Liberian peoph at the rate of 7 per cent interest. (3) The 
agreement further stipulated, as security for this loan, that 
aontrol'of customs as well as the intend revenues of 
the country be placed ia thu hands of an American F I d  
I Advisor. This Advisor was to control the disbursements of the Ban, of which according to the terms, b l f  was to be expended for the c o l l s t d ~ ~  of railways, motor &s, irn- 
provement of the harbor, etc. (public works). Of course, 
this provision has aa its primary purpose to facilitate thc 
imperialistic exploitation of the rubkr momply by H w e y  
Firestone intaesk ?'he other half of this money was to be 
used to pay off "certain*' outstanding public d e b .  Thege 
public debts were none other than the Internatid b a n  
%I 
forced upon Liberia by &rim, British, and GMllao 
bankers in 191z, at the instance of American imperialism 
The anykg through of this imperialist project of large 
d e  rubber plantations has necessarily been acmmpnied 
by whole~iale xpropriation of native tribal lands which have 
been turned over to Harvey Firestone. The natives, forcibly 
ejected from their lands, have been converted into colonial 
wage slaves. In this irnpedist banditry, the Liberian gov- 
ernment has been the main instrument of the imperialists. 
A number of uprisings on the part of the natives in resistatlce 
to these encroachments have been brudIy suppressed by the, 
Li i r ian  Military Force 
In this manner, Ameriw imperialism, operating through 
tht machinations of the corrupt native bourgeois politicians, 
w a ~  able ta secure a stranglehoId over the resources of the 
cauntry and reduce the Liberian masses to downright 
colonial slavery, 
The economic crisis and the imperialist offensive taking 
p k  against this background is having the most ruinous 
effects. The strengthening of imperialist oppression has 
led to widespread mest among the Liberian toilers. Tbe 
deepdng xevolutiomry ferment among the masses has hen 
expressed in a &es of sporadic revolts among the native 
tribes ti the hinterlid as well as strikes among the Kroos 
{seamen in the coastal regi9as). These revolutionary demon- 
strations are taking place against: the vidous system of 
colonial tamtion and forced labor remitment carried 
through by the native bourgeois puppets of American im- 
perialism. The contiautd draining of the country's firmces 
by the Wall Street bandits bas resulted in a severe financial 
crisis, as r&e&ed in the e n o m u s  deficit in the national 
budget. This situation, the deqmhg of the economic and 
fiaandal crisis on the one hand, and the growing reMlion 
of the masses on the other hand, has precipitat:ed a crisis in 
the Libe15an upper classes. T& gov-entd crisis was 
brought to a head in the ousting of f m e r  President %g 
.and his replacement by President Barday. 
In these diffi-, the Liberian gaveramat not d y  
defaulkd in rhe payment of the 1- c e k d  with the 
American Finance CQrp-, demanding modifiations of the 
: t a m s  of this loan, but requested a f& loan. This re- 
quest was rejected by the A m d m  government and the 
ITwey Firestone interests, which indsted upon L i W s  
- living up to the terms af the original agreement. In a 
maneuver to shmgthen its position, and to, exert pressure 
upon the American government to modify its demands, the 
mw Liberian gwemment so* to u& the wnflict 
h e e n  Amen- and British imperialism regarding the 
Liberian rubber monopoly. In this the Liberiazl government 
mbrM upon a pohq of flirting with the League of Ma- 
tions* tool of British a9d French imperialism. The Leadflre 
of Nations in its' tusn sought to ntilize this metroversy 
, between the Liberian bourgeoisie and Amedmn imperialism 
to f d m  the aims of British and French imperidism in 
Liberia. Therefom u p  the appearance of the reprema- 
tive of the Cirian government before that body, he was 
informed that the hague  could give no assistance unless the 
demands of Amerian imperialism w m  modified. Feeling 
strengthened by this "support"; rhe tibetian Legislature 
50rthwith declared a moratorium on the &&can debt. The 
American government and Harvey Firestme interests im- 
pdhtely responded by raising the charge of "slave tdk" 
in Liberia. By this it: sought to discredit the Barclay p v -  
ernment and to place in power t h e  sections of the Liberian 
bourgeoisie more amenable to its dabs. But the League 
of Natians, not ready to defy h e r i n  hpefi9iism on this 
question1 m n  arrived at a mutual udersfan&g with the 
latter. The~~efore the "League of N a b s  Plan of Assishnce 
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for Liberia", the final outcome of these maneuvers, actually 
hrporates the claims of Ameria  imperialism and the 
Hawey Firestone intemts. 
The Liberian bourgeoisie, defeated in its maneuver, was 
now forced to turn once more to American imperialism, rais- 
ing again the question of modification of the demands of 
the latter. But American imperialism still insists upon strict 
adherence by the Liberian government to the terms of the 
original agreement. 
Tfie Liberian bourgeoisie i s  now seeking to use the Negro 
question in tile United States far the purpose of exerting 
"pressure" upon American imperialism to bring about a 
modification of its demands and also to help it out of its 
financial Wadties generaIty. This is the situation behind 
the s o d l e d  "Liberian-American Plan of Goperation" pro- 
posed by Mr. WiIliarn N. Jones. This plan is in fact a 
proposal for an alliance between the Liberian government 
and the Negro bourgeois and petty-boyrgeois groups in 
America for the purpose of rallying mass svpport for the 
Liberian bourgeoisie in its reactionary bargaining with 
Amerian imperialism and at the same time, to secure 
financial hdp for the Liberian government among the Ne- 
groes in the United States. This is clearly shown in a "con- 
fidential" pros- sent out by Mr. William N. Jones. The 
basis of this prop& alliaqce between the Liberian govern- 
ment and the Negro h r g e a i s  gmps in the U. S. A. is 
a plan for a business partnership between these two groups 
for the jdnt promotion of business enterprises and in- 
dustries in Liberia and in the U. S. A. In other words, the 
Liherian bourgeoisie agrees to let its American Negro class 
brothers "in on the spoils" accruing from the plunder of 
the tiberian masses. Thus, the proposed program calls for 
nationePide organization around the following points: 
"1.  The wpnhtion by this pttseat committee of a pumancnt 
comrnSon to work with P similar cornmidun appoint& by the 
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9. Thc m g a n h h  of a L i ~ ~  tradiig mmpaay. 
iu t~tablkhing a b n b g  and i- bmkw Pad & in 
both eoun&ie whieb would promoa t d c  k w m  tbe m 
coontri& 
The di. of s number of dolP&pa in onr M- 
miom which wodd traia pmg men and rromcn far Liberisn 
and&f*&. Tkm=atpmaat&ydiplematic 
pwm whicb b'bsria c o d  in foreign ~aarrttiw, mat of w h i i  
a by white p e n  Prmkbt b d a y  blll phwl opt ta 
~ h i 6 d d ~ t O h a V E b ? b p 0 r t a n t ~ 6 1 1 n d ~ ~ l o r a d p s t # l i l a  
Thp~epamwoeld form amigbtyfactmin m a a t a  b t w  
mtm far mpIe of d w  thmghout tb w d d .  Y m g  mm 
m h s d # a d m i h t o r q ~ ~ d m g i o # r r ~ m r m e o d s d  
a t ~ a s r d ~ t t h t m - y m r p P a g n m d b c 1 * d c O m a d b y  
tbt La'berian govemmcnL 
' Y . T b c ~ i z a t i o e 0 f - a n ~ t i o a a l r r l a t i o n s ~ ~ b i c b  
w o d d ~ t o ~ b t h c c E m a o f & r s d p w p l e t b m g ~  
th world improw their @ 4 and civic 
mtoa ~ a n ~ ~ g t o b e ~ ~ p r m o p o  
y o t m g t r m c n a n d w o r r w n d w i m ~ $ ~ a i ~ m w m  
mmt which will point out to b l ~  b q a  a d  glrb rhrdr ds&m 
1 ~ L i b e u i a r u d & r e d # o l k m D b h c r ~ 0 ~ n ~ ~  
AU of &is, we are infwmed, will be a "wty fadtor in 
working out a W e r  status for the Negro people throughout 
the world". 
It is quite dear that the American Negro hrg&ie  sees 
in this plan am W t y  ta attain &tion of its loqg 
&&hd dieam5 for industrid qmuiap1. This is cxpr;kased 
in the mist enthusiah by Mr. Jonas in his polumn in 
the B d h w e  Afro-RWm. He says: 
To carry through their part of the agreement, the Ameri- 
can group undertakes the following: 
I.  The development of a mass campaign to bring pressure 
upon the United States government to modify its demands 
on Liberia. This mpaigm is already under way and ig 
being accompanied by the most cunning demagogy. The 
cry is being raised that "the inttgrity and f d o m  of Liberia 
is being menaced by England and Fwce". Whereas, in fact, 
the League of Nations Plan, which, as we have seen, i d l y  
represents the interests of American imperialism and Harvey 
Firestone, is cunningly represented as a t h a t  against 
Liberian "independence", not by American imperialism, but 
by British and French imperialism. The campaign is being 
accompanied by strenuous appeals to race solidarity, unity of 
the darker races ; hypcritical pleas are being made to the 
Negro peoples to rally to the defense of the "last stronghold 
of Negro freedom", &., etc. 
2. This campaign is to be connected with the raising of 
$I 50,- among the Negro masses in this country ''to assist 
the Liberian government in its present di&Ities''. This, 
we are informed, wilI show "good faith on the part of the 
American Negro in his desire to help Lima". 
3. These pretentious schemes are to be carried through by 
a "natianwide organization comprising the heads of all or- 
ganizations now interested in Liberia, also churches, lodges, 
uvic and business organizations", on the basis of a Ten- 
Year Program. The next immediate step is the organization 
of a delegation of "pmminent" Negroes to intercede with 
President Rmsevelt and the State Department on "behalf" 
of Liberia and to persuade them to accept the above Plan in 
lieu of the Plan of the League of Nations. 
Let us examine the rosy utopia presented in this program. 
D m  this plan achdly aim at the freedom of the L M a n  
people? Let us see 
This Liberian-Axnerimn movement, which parades under 
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the slogan of "freedm of Liberia", is in actuality but a 
scheme for fastening the yoke of American impridism and 
its readonary bourgeois puppets still tighter upon the 
backs of the Liberian masses, It is an attempt to deceive the 
Negro toilers in the U. S. A. into a scheme directed to 
I &hin the subjugation of the Liberian people by American 
imperialism. At the same'time, under the cloak of promoting 
the welfare of the Negro masses in the United States, the 
Liberian-American Plan is but another device on the part 
of the Negro bourgeoisie to further tl&r own reactionary 
class interests at the expense of the masses of Negro toilers. 
Let us have no illusions. The strivings of the Negro bur- 
geoide and petty-bourgeois intellectuals for economic ex- 
pansion are not directed against American imperialism; on 
the contrary, every one of these schemes fully coincides with 
the interests af Amwicaa imperialism. The Negro bour- 
geoisie fully understands that its class interests are bound 
up with the maintenance of American imperialism, that its 
only hope for development is under the wings of the latter. 
Therefore, the supprters of this plan do not question the 
right of Americafl imperialism as chief slaveholder of the 
"hkn masses; on the contrsry, the carrying through of 
the Ran includes the active support of Anmican imperial- 
ism, which, in their own terms, is depicted as a "Big brother 
of the Liberian ppleY' .  William N. Jones and his friends 
merely offer their services together with the Liberian bour- 
geoisie as overseers of American imperialist interests in 
~~ Thus the Liberian-herim Plan is an active in- 
strument for the further expansion of Amerian imperialism 
in Liberia as well as in Africa as a whole. Mr. Jones makes 
tbis very clear in his column in the B d t i w e  Afro-AM&- 
tan. He says : 
u. . . if oslr o w  *&& tmsP in Wdhgton is dut, it wilI 
make a m u o m  c%ort to see that our government takg enough 
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Thus W i d  this whole utopian scheme stand the bayoneh 
and warships af Amerian imperialism ! It is Negro Zionism 
in its most subtle and refined form. Although lacking the 
primitiveness of Gamey's "Negro qCingdom", it neverthetas 
contains all the reactionary features of the latter. It is a 
counter-revolutionary movement aimed to divert the Negro 
masses from struggle against imperialism. 
But this is not d. To strengthen its mass appeal the pro- 
ponents of thia reactionary utopian project s& to cover it 
with a doak of peudoXommll~list phrases. Undoubtedly 
this has been furnished by the renegade Padmore. We are 
infomed that the intentions of Mr. Jones and his frieads 
are to build up eventually a Negro Socialist Stare jn Liberia ! 
They would have us believe that the situation in Liberia is 
such that it is possible to =hieve this without revolutionary 
struggle e n s t  imprialism and its native bourgeois lackeys. 
In support of this false theory they advance the following 
argument: ( I )  That the native tribal organhation in the 
k i  hinterland is really Communistic in form, that the 
native tribal councils are themselves a form of village 
Soviets 1 (a )  That a native capitalist dass & nmtexistent in 
Liberia in as mucb as the native upper classes are neither 
industrialists nor finan&. "They art even friendly to Com- 
munism!" Therefore, the question of freedom of Liberia 
-ding to t k e  people, is reduced to tbe simple question 
of buying off Ameriw imperialism and Harvey Firestone 
and the introduction of Socialism without a struggle. 
First, in regard to the contention that the native tribal 
6ystem is Communistic, that the thettibat councils are actually 
a form of Soviets, cte. What are the facts ? Tfie facts are, 
a8 
that the primitive tribal institutions of the natives are now 
being artificially preserved and perpetuated by impridism 
and used as instruments for the imperialist exploitation and 
oppression of the masses. The chiefs, who formerly held 
their authority on the basis of the popular will of the tribe, 
have now not only become, in most cases, landlords and 
usurers (having with the aid of the imperialists stolen lare 
tracts of the tribal lands), but active agents of imperialism 
in the Liberian hinterland. Not only are they tax gatherers 
for the Liberian government, but they act also as reuuiters 
of forced labor for the plantations of Harvey Firestone. 
Their authority is now. imposed on the native tribesmen at 
the point of bayonets of the Lib& Corrstabdwy. 
It is this system of robkry which is depicted by Padmore 
and his friends as "resembling village Soviets", as ''Corn- 
munistic in form" l What is the purpose of this fraud ? Its 
purpose is to hide the brutal p l d e r  of the Liberian masses 
by United States impetlafistn and its native lackeys. At the 
same time, this idea that the native tribal system is h- 
rnunidc* that the native tribesmen are "natural Commun- 
ists", etc., is another attempt to revive the reactionary theory 
advanced by the old Russian Populists, the idea against which 
Leah fought ; namely, that the peaantry are the leading 
class in the struggle for Socialism. Tmlated to the situ- 
ation in Liberia, this theory means not only the denial of 
the role of the native working CIW as bearers of Socialism. 
It also means the denial of the role of the Liirim working 
dass as the cbief driving force in the fight for national 
independence against imperialism. 
The issue brings up the question of primitive Communism. 
Padmore et J., claim for Liberia a Communist economic and 
social f o ~ f  primitive Communism In the first place, 
the status of primitive communism annot be applied to a 
territory or people living under the yoke of imperialism. But, 
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wen ii we left this out of the argument, what is the renegade 
Padmore trying to do? He is trying treacherously to con- 
found primitive Communism with scientific Communism, only 
with the purpose of showing that there is no need for revo- 
lutionary struggle, since, as he tries to hefuddle the Negro 
toilers, "we have already Cwnmunism in Liberia", But any 
class-~nscious worker knows that scientific Communism is , the ultimate stage of development through class struggle, 
from the insumency of primitive Communism to the eco- 
nomic and cultural, plenty of scientific Communism, when 
the means and the high level of production developed under 
capitalism will have become socialized after the revolutionary 
seizure of power by the working cIass. 
Secondly, regarding the contention that in Liberia there 
is no active capitalist dass, that the Liberian upper dasses 
are sympathetic to Communism. This, of course, is a down- 
right lie. True, in Eberia there is no real native itadlrstM 
bourgeoisie. The Liberian upper dass, the descendants of 
American slaves, five chiefly in the coastal towns and are 
engaged mainly in trading and usury. This class in alliance 
with the native chiefs have established themselves as an - 
oligarchy over the indigenous tribes in the interior. Thdr 
government in Monrovia has become a "policeman" for im- 
+Iism in the robkry and rape of the Liberian masses. At 
the behest of American imperialism they have carried 
through the forceful expropriation of the tribal lands of 
the natives which have been turned wer to the imperialist 
enterprises, Harvey Firestone Rubber Plantations, etc. They 
are the chief recruiting agencies for Harvey Firestone. They 
impose oppressive taxes and fines of all kinds w the native 
population. But this is not all ; they are actively engaged 
in slave &c, recruiting slaves among the native masses 
for the Portuguese slave traders. Moreover, they have car- 
ried out a series of bloody punitive expeditions against the 
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numerous rebeIlions of the natives in the interior. It is 
these parasites and slave dealers, these murderers of the 
Liberian masses which Padmore and his friends seek to 
represent as sympathetic to Communism! Thus the whole 
system of slavish oppression and tomre of the Liberian 
people by imperialism and its lackeys is sanctioned in the 
name of Socialism l 
Finally, contained in this whole reactionary theory of 
establishment of Socialism in Liberia without a revolutionary 
struggle, is a crude attempt to distort a fundamental thesis 
of our LRninist program on the national colonial question, 
namely, the possibility of the "non-capitaist path of 'de- 
velopment for the cotonies". Marxism-Leninism teaches us 
that it is possible for the colonies and backward nations to 
avoid the capitalist stage of development and pass aver 
directly to Socialism on the basis of a victorious revolution 
in the advanced imprialistic countries. This has been bril- 
liantly confirmed in the Soviet Union. Under the leadership 
of the victorious working class in the Soviet Union, scores 
of oppressed peoples, kept in the most primitive backward- 
ness by the centuries-Id oppression of Czarism, have ex- 
perienced in the sixteen years s in~e the October Revolution 
tulparallded economic and cultural development. Under the 
lmdetship of the proletarian dictatorship and the workers' 
and farmers' gomnunent in the Soviet Union, these peuples 
were guided from the most backward and slavish conditions 
on to the road of Socialism, completely avoiding the whole 
bloody, torturous stage of capitalism. 
On the basis of the Soviet example, it is dear that the 
avoidance of the capitalist stage of development by the 
colonial peoples is possible only on the basis of revolutionaq 
struggle on the part of the masses in the colonial countries 
for national iadependenoe, in alIiance with the working class 
of the advanced countries, for the overthrow of the im- 
perialist yoke. Certainly not on the basis of a reactionary 
compromise with imperialism as propod by Padmore and 
his friends. 
Padmore's complete desertion from Communism to the 
camp of petty-bourgeois nationalism is further revealed in 
his recent articles. In the article, "Ethiopia Tcday", pub- 
lished in the anthology, Nepo ,  edited by Nancy Cunard, 
Padmore, with the enthusiasm of the most frantic Garvey 
leader, extols the "virtues" of the Emperor of Abyssinia and 
the "progress" and "advancement" of the Abyssinian people 
under his "enlightened" rule. In this he bIurs over class lines 
among the Abyssinian people and represents the rmetionary 
slave-holding feudal ruling chsses, allies of imperialism, as 
a progressive factor in the cotmtry. At the same t h e  in 
this article he gives support to the redonary petty-hrgeois 
idea of race against race. The defeat of Ihly at the hands 
of Abyssinia at the end of the last century is represented by 
Padmore not as a defcat of Italian imperialism by the Abys- 
sinian people, but as a defeat of the "white race at m". 
It is small wonder, therefore, that in the same article Pad- 
more also gives suppart to the counter-rwolutionary idea 
of Japan as the "champion of the dark races". Padmore 
charact&s the recent commercial treaty between Japan 
and A b y d  as "an alliance which might have tremendous 
and far-reaching importance not only for Ethiopia but for all 
Bhck ApriEd'. This same petty-bourgeois line is continued 
m his articles on Africa appearing in the recent issues of 
the Bdtimore Afro-Arr~edn. In regard to the increasing 
plunder of the A f r i a  peoplw by imperialism, Padmore ex- 
c k s :  "White Europe is killing Afrial" Truly, petty- 
bowpis nationalism has found a wily bo an in George 
Padmore. H e  undoubtedly stands out as the chief theoreti- 
cian of neo-Garveyism 
In what consists the counter-revolutionary kernel of all 
these neo-Garveyist movements? 
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r. By holding forth the reactionary utopia of -pe from 
oppression by paceful migration, they tend to draw the 
masses of Negroes out of the struggIes fur their rights in the 
U. S. A. against the white ruling class, thus disafmhg them 3 
' in the face of growing fascist r e d o n  and national op- 
pression. 
2. At the same time, through their emphasis on the petty- 
bourgeois nationalist slogans of race solidarity, race unity, 
etc., as opposed to the class solidarity of the Negro and white 
toilers, as against the revolutionary alliance of the Negro 
people and white working class, for the overthrow of the 
common oppressor-imperialism-they tend to strengthen the 
division between Negro and white and in this manner h ider  
the formation of a common front of the toikrs against the 
rising fascist offensive. 
The Relation of Neffiarveyim to Faru'sm . 
The relation of these Garveyist and neo-Gaweyist move- 
ments to fascism is very dm. For example, it h no 
accident that we find certain Gamey leaders coming out in 
open support of Hitler's fascism and fascist organizations in 
the U. S. A., contending that fascism will help the integra- 
tion of the Negro me ,  foster "race consciousness", and 
hence forward the struggle for national libwationl A prec- 
edent for the practical alliance between Garveyism and 
f axism was already set by Garvey in igaq, at which time he 
sought to effect a united front with Colonel Simmons of the 
Ku IUux Man on the basis that he (Garvey ) would di5 
courage the fight for social equality of Negrw in the United 
States if Simmons would aid him in his reactionary schemes 
for the migration of the Negro peoples to Africa. A strik- 
ing historic parallel is seen in the old Zionist movement 
during the Czarist regime in the attempt of Dactor Hertzel, 
father of Jewish Zionism, to effect an agreement with Czar- 
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ism. Hertz4 approached Pleve, Czarist minister, leader of 
the "Black Hundreds" and organizer of pgroms against the 
Jews, with the proposal that he would heIp Czarism in its 
fight against the revolutionary movement among the Jews, 
i . ~ ,  against the struggle for Jewish rights in Russia, in return 
for support by Czarism of his reactionary project for migra- 
tion of the Jews to Palestine. This counter-revoIutionaryry 
alHance between Zionism and Czarist reaction was continued 
I 
in the active alliance between the Zionist leader Zhabotin- I 
+ (at present leader of the Zionist Revisionist group) and 
the White Guard pogromist, Petlura, during the Civil 'Ct'ar 
in the Ukraine. 
At the present time Zionism, which was originally a move- 
I 
ment of the Jewish petty&urgwisie, has now become an 
active agency of British imperialism and international Jewish 
bankers for the subjugation and robbery of the Arabian 
masses as well as for the bitter exploitation and degradation 
of the Jewish toilers in Palestine. Sucb is the historical 
course not only of Zionism, but also of its prototypes among 
the M e g r o e ~ n e y i s m  and n-Garveyism. Under phrases 
of Negro liberation, freedom of Africa, the inevitable trend 
of these movements is to an active alliance with the most 
reactionary imperialist groups against the national libera- 
tion movement of the Negro m l e s  both in Africa and in 
the Americas, against the re.volutionary movement in general. 
Only the Communish Really Fight for Negro Freedom 
Against these counter-revolutionary schemes for the solu- 
tion of the Negro question, we must put forth our full 
program on the Negro question in the U. S. A. as well as 
in Africa. We must advance and popdarize the revolutionary 
way out of the crisis for the Negro people, through an 
alliance with the revolutionary working class of the im- 
perialist nations, for equal rights and the right of %If- 
4rl 
determination for the Negroes in the U. S. A., for tom- 
plete independence of the Negro colonies in Africa and the 
West Indies, through the establishment of indepmdent native 
republics. This alme is the only path to r d  freedom for 
the oppressed Negro peoples throughout the world, 
Any attempt to draw the Negra masses away from strug- 
gle, from coming to grip with the imperiafist masters, em 
lead only to defeat and to the tightening of the shackles of 
oppression upon them. In exposing these pet@-bOu&8 
nationalist leaders, it is ahlutely necessary to make clear 
that we Communists not only recognize the aspirations of 
the Negro toilers in this movement as authentic, but that the 
Communists done are the only t n ~  c k ~ i o m  of N e p  
freedom, that we alone have the correct program by whi& 
oppression can be abolished and these aspirations fulfilled. 
In our exposure of these Negro traitors, the chief em- 
phasis must be placed w the fact that their tn!a~hery con- 
sists precisely in the fact that they are betraying the national 
liberation aspirations of the Negro people. Olur slagan must 
be: No reactionary utopian dream of "back to Afrim" or 
a Jim-Crow State in the U, S, A. 1 These are only radon-  
ary caricatures of real self-determination, But revoluGonary 
struggle in alliance with the white toilers and under the 
leadership of the Cwmzunist Party for the overthrow of 
American imperialism, for the establishment of equal. rights 
for Negroes all over the country and selfdetermination for 
the Negro nation in the Southern Black Belt. 
In our agitation an important weapon must be the widest 
popularization of the solution of the national question in the 
Soviet Union. We must show how the establishment of the 
proletarian State through the overthrow of Czarist imperial- 
inn permitted for the first tima the real establishment of 
complete equality and self -determination for the formerIy 
oppressed national minorities within the Soviet Union. We 
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must show that onIy this step made possible the tremendous 
economic and cultural development of the numerous na- 
tionalities once held in slavery by Carism. 
Japanese Imperialism as "Champion of +he Parker Races" 
Perhap the most dangerous of all of these petty-bour- 
geois nationalist movements is the so-called Pacific Move- 
ment of the Eastern World, with its dogan of " United Front 
of Darker Races Under Leadership of Japan". Japan is 
here presented as the "champion of the Dark Races" against 
the white imperialist nations. This movement is developing 
directly in connection with the growing threat of war be 
tween Japanese and American imperialisms. Thus, in the 
last period we witnessed the rapid spread of this movement 
among Negroes and the development of mass organization 
in a number of citieschicago, St. Louis, Detroit, Kansas 
City, Cincinnati, etc.,-and the spread of the propaganda of 
this niovernent to all centers. This movement represents an 
attempt on the part of Japanese imperialism in alliance with 
certain sections of the Negro petty-bourgeois intellectuals 
for the purpose of exploiting the growing national liberation 
movement among the Nqroes and to divert it into counter- 
revolutionary channels of support of Japanese imperialism, 
not only against its American imperialist rival, but also in 
support of its aggression against the Chinese revolution and 
in support of its counter-revolutionary plans for interven- 
tion in the Soviet Union. 
It is not at all surprising that Japan in preparation for 
the approaching struggle with American imperialism for the 
domination of the Pacific would seek to use the Negro ques- 
tion in the U. S. A. in the interests of strengthening its own 
position. During the World War, in his article "The Irish 
Uprising", in which he polemized against Comrade Radek 
on the appraisal of the Irish rebellion, Comrade knin  said : 
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"All thc general army headquartem arc a g  ~ U O M  ef- 
fom during the ~ n t  war to utilize tach aad cvug kind of 
national and rewlntionary movement in the camp of their c n d m :  
G e r m a n d  h-21 rekI l in ,  thc F d e  Czech movement, 
etc. And beg ad w h y  from their own point of  view. You 
cannot take striody the vug ariow problem of  war witboot 
I l t i l~ng even tbt m a h t  A of your adversarp. . . 
W e  m o t  doubt that Japanese imperialism is -g pre-. 
cisely on this h i s  in regard to the Negro question in the 
United States. It could not be expected that .the Japanese 
militarists would be so foolish as to overlook the national 
liberation movement of twelve million Negroes and its poten- 
tialities for weakening American imperialism in case of war. 
It is dear, however, that this "Pacific Movement of the 
Eastern World" is hostile to the interests of the Negro 
masses and the revolutionary movement in general. 
r.  Its program of race unity as against working class unity 
and the unity of toilers of all ram against imperialism, 
fosters a sort of "darker race chauvinism", which is but 
the rwerse side of white chauvinist race theories. It there- 
fore tends to strengthen petty-bourgeois nationalism. In 
this manner, it fosters divisions in the ranks of the Negro 
and white working class, hinders working class unity, and 
hence weakens the struggle against American imperialist 
oppression of the Negro people. Thus, the slogan of "united 
front of the darker races under the leadership of Japan" 
while s u p p d y  directed against Arnerimn imperialism, ob- 
jectively strengthens American imperialism in its oppression 
of the Negro people. The utilization of this movement also 
as an active agent of Ameria capitalist r&n against the 
liberation stmggles of the N e p  peopIes, a n  be con6rmed 
by the exprhces of many 1 4  comrades here, who have 
f w n d  this m o m e n t  an obstacle in the organization of 
struggles for the immediate demands of the Negro masses. 
An outstanding example is St. Louis, where ?he petty-bour- 
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p i s  leaders of this Pacific movement were most active in 
attempting to defeat the strike of the Negro and white nut- 
pickers. It is not accidental, therefore, that while the move- 
meat is led by certain sections of the petty-bourgeois intel- 
Iectuals, that even the &cia1 Negro bourgeois reformists are 
attempting to flirt with the idea of darker race unity under 
the leadership of Japan. In this, they se& by raising the 
bagey of a defection of the Negro masses in case of war 
with Japan to win concessions from American imperialism 
in the furtherance of their own narrow class aims. Thus, 
Charles Houston, N.A.A.C.P. leader, in his speech before 
the Senate Committee on the Costigan-Wagner Ant i-Lynch 
Bill, outlined the activities of Japanese agents among the 
Negro masses, seeking in &is manner to "frighten" the ad- 
ministration in& support for the Costigan- Wagner Anti- 
Lynch Bill. 
2. The counter-revolutionary essence of this movement 
is further seen in the fact that it is aimed against the Soviet 
Union and the libeation struggles of the Chinese and 
Korean masses. 
In this, they attempt to present the Soviet Union as a white 
imperialistic nation and to hide the solution of the national 
question there as well as the role of the Soviet Union as 
champion of the struggles of oppressed nations against 
imperialism. 
Here also, we see that this dangerous counter-revolution- 
ary movement can only be successfully fought by 
putting forth our full program for the liberation of 
the Negro and colonial peoples, and through the populariza- 
tion of the solutian of the national question in the Soviet 
Union. In our fight against the reactionary leaders of this 
movement, we must make it absolutely clear to the Negro 
people that the Communist Party supports any effort on the 
part of the Negro masses to t a k  advantage of difficulties 
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of the American white ruling class (such as would accrue 
from a war situation), to strike a blow for their own libera- 
tion, for equal rights, confwaion of the land, and the right 
of self-determination in the Black Belt. In this we must 
paraphrase the slogan of the Irish revolutionaries : "Amer- 
can imperialism's difficulties are the Negroes' opportunities." 
But we must convince the Negm masses tW such attempts 
to use the difficulties of American imperialism can only be 
swcessful on the basis of our revolutionary program, i.e,, 
of revolutionary aKance of the Negro people and white 
toilers under the leadership of the revolutionary working 
class for the overthrow of the common enemy-American 
imperialism, and in support of the struggles of the ex- 
ploited colonid masses in China, Manchuria, Korea, the 
heroic struggles of the Japanese workers and peasants 
against Japanese imperidism, and finally for the defense of 
the Soviet Union, champion of the oppressed masses 
throughout the world. Further, we must convince the Negro 
masses on the basis of concrete facts that any alliance with 
Japanese imperialists can only mean defeat and the fasten- 
ing of the imperialist yoke stiIl tighter on tbe backs of the 
Negxo peoples. For example, we must bring forward the 
expriencer; of similar alliances concluded between the im- 
perialist powers and the bourgeoisie of oppressed nations. 
For example: The liberation movement of the Arabs against 
Turkey, "championed" by British imperialism during the 
last war. The Arabs were released from the yoke of Turkey, 
only to fall under the yoke of British imperialism through 
the League of Nations. The rebellions in the German colo- 
nies, fostered by the Allies during the war, which resulted 
only in changing the shackles of German imperialism for 
those of British, Freneh and Italian imperialism, etc., etc 
Ill. THE STRUGGLE FOR PROLETARIAN 
LEADERSHIP OF THE NEGRO 
Ll0ERATlON MOVEMENT 
OMRADES, it is clear from all of this, the widespread 
growth of the petty bourgeois nationalist movements and 
the increased activities of the Negro reformists of all shades, 
that we are urgently confronted with the task of seriously 
strengthening and radically improving our methods of strug- 
gle against the Negto reformists and petty bourgeois na- 
tionalists. We must develop a more concrete, popular and sus- 
tained exposure of these misieaders through our agitation 
in the press and every medium at our disposal. This agita- 
tion and propaganda must be aimed at shaking the faith of 
the masses in their reactionary doctrines and exposing their 
true character as agents of imperialism within the ranks of 
the Negro people. In this, it is necessary to bring forward 
more mergetially the struggle for the immediate special 
demands of the Negro toilers in every phase of our activities. 
First of all, this demands an all-around strengthening by 
the Party and trade unions of our work in the shops, in the 
factories, mines, the bringing forward of the struggle for 
the demands of the Negro unemployed. All of this should 
be coupled with a stronger campaign for the dvil and politi- 
d rights of Negro masses, against lynching, for the free- 
dom of the Scottsboro lmys, etc., etc. However, the suc- 
cessful combatting of these poisonous influemts can only 
be achieved on the basis of the widest application of our 
policy of united front from below. In connection with this, 
we must carry forward a bold policy of penetrating these 
organizations, building up our oppositions from within on 
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tht basis of struggle for the immediate demands of the 
Negroes and exposure and isolation of the Negro reformist 
and petty bourgeois nationalist leaders. In this, we must 
direct wr main fire against thb petty bourgeois nationalists 
as the main danger. Their tole is to head the growing mags 
movement against reaction in order to Mead it, by putting 
forth mctionary Utopias, Back to Af ria, etc., a,, creating 
illusions of a' peaceful way out of the crisis, and in this 
manner to bring the masses back within the fold of official 
bourgeois refomism and imperialism. 
Unless we are able to isolate these rnkleaders, to liberate 
the masses from their counter-revolutianary iafluence, we wirt 
not be able e tarry through the task impwed upon us by 
the present situation. We will not be able to weld that un- 
breakable solidarity between the Negro and wbite workers, 
which is a pre-condition for succesgful stmggies against the 
rising forces of fascism and war, an important part of pre- 
paring the masses far the revolutionary seizure of power. 
The Figb on Two b n t s  
At the same time this upsurge of petty bourgeois na- 
tionalist movements, as well as the spread of white chauvi- 
nism among the maws, calla for an all-around stragthdag.  
of the Frght w two fronts: within the & of the Party 
and the revolutionary movement; against white chauvinist 
influences as the main danger, and at the same time conduct- 
ing a more consisrent struggle against the influence of the 
petty bourgeois nationalists within our aaks .  
We bave spoken much about white chauvinism and our 
task in relation to it, There has been, undoubtedly, a con- 
siderable strengthening of this fight. Of course, there is still 
much roarn for improvement m this we, particularly in 
view of the present situation of the spread of white &u- 
vinist poisoning among the masses of white poplation But 
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in regard to ptty bourgeois nationalid influences in our 
ranks, we have spoken very little. I wish to deal briefly 
with this angle of our fight on two fronts. Comrades, there 
is no Chinese wall between the masses of Negro people and 
o w  Negro Party membership. Therefore, it is quite natural 
that the pressure of the growing wave of petty bourgeois 
nationalism also finds its expression in .our ranks, in ten- 
denices to surrender to the propaganda of the @tty bourgeois 
nationalists. 
Concretely, this tendency is expressed in : (a) The atti- 
tude of distrust and suspicion in regard to the integrity of the 
Party and its leaders of the Negro question. This is ex- 
tended also to leading Negro comrades who seriously strive 
to carry out the Party Iine, the tendency to regard them as 
"Uncle Toms". (b) Pessimism and doubt as to the possibil- 
ity of building the unity of Negro and white workers in the 
struggle for Negro rights, doubt as w the possibilities of 
drawing in white workers in support of this struggle. (c) In 
the false and mechanical conception that nothing can be 
done in the development of Negro work until white chauvi- 
nist tendencies are completely eliminated from our ranks. 
Whereas, it should be clear that the struggle against white 
chauvinism will remain on the order of the day long after 
the proletarian revolution in this country. To make the 
complete elimination of white chauvinist tendencies from our 
ranks a condition for the development of any struggle, is 
cedainly incorrect and in practice, is really a surrender to 
white chauvinism. This idea reveals a failure to understand 
that white chauvinism, as all forms of patriotism, a n  only 
be finally broken down in tbe process of struggle. The 
propaganda and agitation against it must, in the first place, 
be directed to the organization of joint struggles of Negro 
and white workers against the capitalists and their agents. (d) 
And finally, in connection with this, the tendency on the 
part of individual Negro commdes to vulgariw the fight 
@nst white chauvinism by raising the cry of white chauvi- 
nism to cover up their shortcomings and weaknesses as 
I well as their petty bourgeois nationalist tendencies. 
However, the most glaring expression of petty bourgeois 
I nationalism was seen in the attitude of certain Negro cotn- rades in Harlem in connection with thc q i g n  for jobs 
I 
for Negroes. The Seetion Committee, under the ladership 
of Comrade Ford, undertook the development of a cam- 
paign for jobs for Negroes, concretizing the demand for 
Negroes to work at all jobs to the situation in Harlem where 
Negroes are excluded from employment in mgny establish- 
ments and institutions, The Section worked out a correct 
line, avoding the petty bourgeois nationalist pitfall of 
creating friction between Negro and white workers. 
The line of the Section Cbrnmitke was based on the deve1- 
v e n t  of a united front of Negro worlcers with the white 
workers in those institutions against which a struggle was 
being conducted. This was to be carried through on the 
following h i s :  simultaneously with the demand for jobs 
for Negroes, to raise the demands of the white workers 
employed in these places, i.e., not to d d  the removal of 
white workers as do the petty bourgeois nationalists, but on 
the contrary, to demand a reduction in hours witbout o re- 
duction in wages for the white workers on these jobs, and 
that the jobs created as a result of this, be given to Negro 
workers, and that in the future employment of workers by 
these establishments, workers shall be hired on the basis of 
"first come, first served," without discrimination against 
Negrces, etc. The line of the Section was not to con6ne this 
movement to Harlem but to make it a s&ng point for 
the development of a real drive throughout the city for the 
right of Negroes te work on all jobs, in all trades and pro- 
fessions, against d forms of discrimination, as the jobs in 
connection with relief work and in the issuance of unem- 
ployment relicf , etc. 
Against this correct line of the Section Committee, certain 
comrades brought forward the petty bourgeois nationalist 
line of replacement of white workers by Negroes. They 
argued : "Why all this talk about antagonizing the white 
workers? Are not these white workers in Negro neighbor- 
hoods living on the backs af the Negro masses ? Are they not 
occupying jobs that lrghtfully belong to Negroes?" These 
comrades forgot about the fight against Jim-Crowism in 
other parts of the city and tended to regard Harlem as "our 
territory," playing d i r d y  into the segregation policies of 
the Negro nationalists and the white ruling class. The only 
logical condusion flowing from this false conception that 
'Vk whites were on the backs of the Negroes" is that the 
struggle of the Negro toilers for the ktterment of' their 
conditions must be directed, not against .the capitalists and 
the government, but against the white workers! Here com- 
rades, we see a complete surrender to petty bourgeois na- 
tionalism. Such a l i e  would play directly into the hands of 
the fascist lynchers of the Negro people. It is clear that 
the work could only move forward on the basis of a deter- 
nlined struggle and the defeat of this dangerous tendency. 
The Question of the "Main Danger" 
In defense of this petty bourgeois nationalist idea, and in 
resistance to the struggle carrkd forward by the Section 
againat it, a number of false ideas were put forward, idea, 
which tended to distort our position on the question of the 
struggle on two fronts, and to weaken the fight against 
both petty bourgeois nationalism and white chauvinism. Cer- 
tain comrades began to cry : "Is not white chauvinism thc 
main danger? By all of this noise about petty bourgeois 
nationalism, are you not furnishing a cloak for the whire 
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chauvinists 7" Of course, comrades, such counter-posing 
I of the fight e n s t  white chauvinism and the struggle against 
I petty bourgeois nationalism is incorrect and serves only the 
purpose of hamperkg the struggle against both The ques- 
tion of white chauvinism is used by t h e  comrades ta cover 
up and conreal the question of the fight against petty bour- 
geois nationalism. Of course, white chauvinism is the main 
danger. But we &not be contented with a mare formula 
Comrade Stalin in hi& report to the Seventeenth Congress 
of the C.P.S.U. in dealing with the controversy regarding 
which was the main danger, Great Russian nationalism or 
local nationdism, correctly stated : 
''It would ke k to a ~ m p t  o give ready-made x t d p  for 
the major and minor &gem that would bt s n i d e  for all  
and fat BU conditions. Such rer ip  do not exist, The major 
danger in the deviation againa whieh we barre d to fight and 
t h d y  cnabhd L to grow. . . ." 
The fact that white huvinisrn is the main danger, by no 
means implies that petty bourggois nationalism, under cer- 
tain conditions, in a particular situation, at a given 
moment, cannot become the main danger in the development 
of our work among Negroes. St. Louis is a good exampre of 
this. W e  had there a situation where the Party and the 
revolutionary trade d o n s  were carrying on a red fight for 
the daily needs of the Negroes, mobilizing thousands of 
Negro and white workers in the struggle for the immediate 
demands of the Negro toilers (nut pickers' strike). This 
movement withstood the sharpest terror and most mnning 
demagogy on the part of the focal ruring class; but they 
could not defeat it. Therefore, at a certain time they brought 
I in their Kegm reformist agents in the form of a Pacific 
I Movement of the Eastern World in an attempt to break the 
strike, in an attempt to split Qe unity of t k  workers. The 1 petty bourgeois nationalist leaders af this organktim mr- 56 
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ried through the most intense campaign of disruption, both 
within and without the movement, even influenciw certain 
sections of our Negro comrade+in fact, wining one of the 
outstanding Negro leaders to tbeir side. 
Comrades, was It not dear that in that particular situation I 
at that particular moment, petty bourgeois nationalism was 
the main danger? Therefon, while recwizing white chau- 
vinism as the main danger, it is not excluded that with the 
sharpening of the struggle, with the intensification of the 
activities of the petty bourgeois nationalists, that the petty 
bourgeois nationalist danger can under certain conditions, 
at a given moment, in a particular situation, become the main 
danger. 
Another idea brought forth in defense of petty bourgeois 
nationalist deviation, is the idea that "petty bourgeois na- 
tionalism arises as the result of the weakenkg of our strug- 
gle against white chauvinism and for Negro rights." The 
logic of this idea is that we must completely diminate white 
chauvinism from our ranks before we an even speak about 
the fight against petty bourgeois n a t i d i s m .  Comrades, 
just the reverse is true. As Comrade Earl Browder cor- 
rectIy emphasized in his report, the spread of petty bourgeois 
nationalism at the present time is taking place precisely as a 
result of the growing radicalizaiion of the Negro masses 
w d  the growing influme of the Communist Party and the 
revolutionary movement among them. 
Again, in defense of petty bourgeois nationalism, we hear 
the cry "white chauvinism strengthens petty bourgeois na- 
tionalism." Comrades, this is true. Every concession to 
white chauvinism plays into hands of petty bourgeois na- 
tionalism. But it is not the whole truth. We must aIso see 
the other side of the question-namely, that petty bourgeois 
nationalism also strengthens white chauvinism. Why? Be- 
cause petty bourgeois-nationalism is also an instrument of 
imperialism. Hence, the. necessity of simbeciazsly COW 
ductkg the fie on two fronts. 
In this one-sided fornulation, we see another effort to' 
blur over the fight against petty bourgeois nationalism and 
distort our general line of fight w two fronts, 
This underestimation of the petty bourgeois nationalist 
danger, this distortion of our line of iight on two fronts, 
arises, in the main, from a Iack of tmderstandii of the 
class essence of Negro reformism and petty hurgmis na- 
tionalism, the failure to undetstand it as the class ideology of 
the Negro bourgeoisie, ie., as an agency of imperialism 
witbin the ranks of the Negro toilers. In this there is a fait- 
ure to understand the common class character of both white 
chauvinism and petty bourgeois nationalism. as agencies of 
imperialism among the white and Negro workers, hat all 
deviations in the direction of natiodism, be it white chau- 
vinism or Negro petty bourgeois nationalism, represent a 
departure from our Iine of proletarian internationalism- 
Therefore, as StaIin correctly stated: "If you want to keep 
both dangers under fire, then dm primarily against this 
source, against those who depart from i n ~ t i ~ l i s m . .  . " 
Con-Id P&y Bourgeois Nationalism 
But the most dangerous form of petty bourgeois national- 
ist influences in the Party is not its open expression. Wher- 
ever petty bourgeois nationalist ideas expms themselves in 
an open form, they can easily be met and defeated. It is the 
concealed, hidden forms that are the most dangwous, the 
kind t h t  does not dare come out into the open, but works 
under cover. How ? Through subtle insinuations, f ostm- 
ing distrust and suspicion among less developed comrades 
as to the integrity of the Party and its leaders regarding 
the Negro question; veiled inferences that the leading Negro 
comrades, those who are seriously arrying out the' work 
of the Party are "Uncle Toms" ; and in an underhand meth- 
od, aeek to use all d i l t i e s  of the Party, all of its short- 
comings, for the prpox of disruption and factionalism. 
An example of thii is seen in the activities af Comrade.' 
Nowell of Detroit. The Central Committee has definite and 
conclusive information that Comrade Nowd has established 
hirnseIf as a hidden center around which petty bourgeois 
nationalist tendencies in the Party gravitate, a center where 
all such sentiments find ready support, where Iessdevel@ 
m d e s  who crr in the direction of petty bowgei$s nation- 
alism, find the -test encouragement. Comrade Nowell's 
activities are not confined to Detroit alone. He seeks to in- 
fluence comrades in other places. This activity of Comrade 
Nowell serves only the purpose of demomlizing our Negro 
comrades, making impossible the mobilization of the Party 
forces for the mrrying through of our work It serves 
directly the class enemy, and has no place in our move- 
ment. (Prolonged a~plalrse.) I t  creates an atmosphere 
wherein stool-pigeons and pmvomtwrs mn carry on their 
best work. But the question of Gmrade Mowell is not only a 
question of petty bourgeois nationalism. It is a question of 
politid dishonesty, double bookkeeping, factionalism of 
the worst sort, of the most unprincipled Irind. Such pemici- 
ous activity must be ruMess1y m t e d  out of our ranks. 
Comrades, th is  Convention must demand a clear-cut, frank 
statement from Comrade Nowel1 in regard to his disruptive 
activity and factional work, as d l  as frank self-criticism 
in regard to his petty bourgeois nationalist views. In a situ- 
ation where the Party is being subjected to the most vicious 
attacks by its class enemies, ranging from the fascist Iynch- 
ers to the refomid a d  petty bourgeois nationalist agents- 
at such a time the Party cannot tolerate such poison in its 
ranks. (AQPlousb.) 
The example of Padmore should be a warning to Comrade 
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I Nowell. Palmore rose to a very prominent position in our moycmmt. But Padmore, by s d d  origin a petty baugeois i n f e l l 4 ,  never s W e d  in freeing M f  from the irduences of petty bourgeois nationdim. Ht never attained a r d  proletarian outlook. Padmote's attitude .was always one of suspicisn and skepticism as to the integrity of the 
Party and its leadership. H e  passed from this to distrust of 
the GI., repeating rhe worst slander of the bwrgeoisie, as 
to the "desertion of the C.I. from its Negro program." From 
this he rapidly and completely slipped down into the mire 
of counter-revolutionary petty bourgeois nationalism. He 
now a p m  as an active agent of i m w i s m  against the 
revo1utionary movement. Such, c d a ,  is the logic of i the svugglc S h  is the path of all those .ttempt to I - fight the Party. (AppPuse). 
I In concIusion cwnrades, all of this sharply m p h a s h  the necessity far waging a Bolshevik fight on two fronts: against white chauvinism as the i n  c b g e r  but at the saae time carryhg on a determined fight against all petty bow geois nationalist influences. This struggle on two fronts can be carried out only on the basis of the correct Bolshcvifr divi- sion of tasks bttween Negro and white d e s .  It is the special duty of the white comrades to step to the forefront 
of the light against white chauvinism and for the e h t s  of 
Negro comrades to wage a consistent fight against petty 
Negro comrades to wage a consistent fight against petty- 
bourgeois nationalism in all of its forms among the Negro 
masses, 
Ned Skp in Our Work A m q  the Nagroes 
'It is clear that the struggle against Nqro reformism 
and petty bourgeois nationalist idt iema can go forward 
only on the basis of an allmurid sb.engthcning of our work 
among the Negro masses in every field. The kcrased ac- 
tivities of the Negta reformist leaders can only be met and 
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defeated on the basis of the widest application of our tactic 
of united front from below. In this we must penetrate the 
ref onnist mass organizations, pgosing joint struggIe with 
the masses of toilers in these organizations on the basis of 
their immediate, specific demands and drawing these masses 
into struggle wer the heads of the treacherous reformist 
and petty bourgeois nationalist leaders. 
This whole situation confronts us with the necessity of 
immediately strengthening the leadership of the proletariat 
and the Party in the liberation movement of the Negro 
peaple. This, first of alI, calls for a radical improvement 
in our trade union and shop work by energtticaIIy taking 
up the struggle for the day-to-day demands of the Negro 
toilers in the shops, factories, etc. In this connection it is 
necessary that our Party, trade unions, and shop organiza- 
tions take especial pains to formulate the demands of the 
Negro workers in every struggle and in the preparation for 
struggles. This must also be done by the Unemployment 
Councils. On this basis we must immediately carry through 
energetic and sustained recruitment of Negro toilers into 
our revolutionary trade unions, into the revolutionary oppo- 
sition within the A. F. of L. SimuItaneously, it is necessary 
to carry through a bold policy of drawing the most militant 
elements among the Negro workers inta the leadership in 
trade union and unemployed work. The whole question of 
developing cadres among Negroes must be more rapidly 
pushed forward in the Party as well as in the revolutionary 
mass organization. 
This drive for the strengthening of our work among the 
basic sections of the Negro working class in the shops, fac- 
tories, e t ~ . ,  must be connected with the intenfification of the 
struggle along the whole front of Negro liberatibn. Tn this 
we must immediately push forward the campaign for po!itid 
rights for the Xegroes, against lynch-terror and all forms 
of persecution for the freedom of the Scottsboro bop, 
Angelo Herndon, etc. This arnpaign should center ahmd 
the LS.N.R. Bill of C i d  Rights for the H e g r ~  People. . A 
mass drive for signatures to the petition for the Bill of 
Civil Rights should immediately be latsnched'and should be 
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connected with the development of mass actions in all 
localities. 
In the South, we must strengthen our concentra- 
tion work in the key industries, steel, coal, textile, tobacco, 
etc., build up the Party, revolutionary trade unions, and 
opposition movement within the A. F. of L. on the basis 
of drawing the Negro and white toilers into joint struggle 
for their day-today needs, against the N.R A. differentials, 
discrimination against Negroes, increased fascist attacks 
upon the rights of the Negro and white toilers. Simultam- 
owly, we must take steps to strengthen the movement of 
sharecroppws and poor farmers against the cotton plow- 
under, the Bankhead Bill, against the whole system of d- 
feudal slavery of the agrarian masses. It is mxssary that 
we further develop ouf revolutionary agrarian program in 
the center of which must be the dogan of Nconfimtion of the. 
land of the big white landlords and capitalists" in favor 
of the Negro and white toilers. 
In all this work it is necessary to bring forth more ener- 
getidly our full program for Negro liberation, equal rights, 
right of selfdetemination, conii9cation of the land. We 
carry through the widest popularhation of. the achievements 
of the Soviet Union in the solution of the national question. 
Likewise, it becomes important not only to popularize the 
program of the C.I. for the Negro cdonies, A f h ,  West 
Indies, but to develop solidariv actions in support of thc 
revolntionary movement in these colonies a*nst im- 
perialism. 
In the application of our tactic of the united front from 
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below with the masses of N w o  toilers in the reformist and 
I 
petty bourgeois nationalist & a h t i o m ,  we mu& take a r e  
to guard against any "leftist'' distortion of our line, i.8, any 
tendency to lump the masses in these organizations tagether 
with their leaders, which means to play into the hands of 
t h e  petty bourgeois misltadtrs, inevitably leading to our 
isohtion. On the contrary, it is absdutely necessary in 
our approach to these masses to make a clear differentiation 
beheen thrm and their petty b m q m i s  nationalist leaders. 
At the samc time we must be equally alert against the right 
opportunist tedeney to underestimate the class role of 
Nqro reformism and petty bourgeois nationalism. Such a 
tmdmcy would lead to lagging at the tail of Negro reform- 
ist and petty bourgeois donal i s t  leaders and to the weak- 
ening of proletarian hegemmy and Party leadership in the 
Negro liberation mo~emcnt. 
An efEBctive struggle against reformist and petty b a r -  
p i s  nationalist ltaders and the winning of the m a w  from 
their reactionary influertces, demands once for all that we 
striously take up the iask of building the LS.N.R. into an 
independent mass organhation around the Party's program 
of struggles for Negro liberation. 
The LS.N.R. can h o m e  an important instrument in 
carrying through our united front p l i  on the field of 
Negro rights. The Party and L.S.N.R. should undertake 
to build up oppositions within all important reformist and 
petty bourgeois nationalist mass organizations, the setting 
up of LS.N.R fractions within them, in this way, estab- 
Iishing positions inside from which to carry out the struggle 
against and expure  of the misleadem and rally the masses 
under our leadership. At the same time the t S.N.R. should 
carry through a campaign for the miation of a11 possible 
Negro organizations on the basis of its program. As an 
. m e l y  important weapon for the struggle pm this field, 
0!a 
I' 3 e  Lfinatm must m t *  be bvilt into a - - 
lar paper. It must became a leader and wganizer d the 
stqglcs for Negro Liberation, and for the most effective 
and sustained exposure of the Negro reformist and 
bourgeois nationatid leaders. 
G m d a :  Only on the basis of building up our work 
along these En-, tagdm with strengthening w r  fight on 
&of rQub;sq@mstdtit ' . ~ . i b e ~ ~ ,  
- a s m a . a a i * ~ ~ .  ' .t*-patty- 
a a t i d s m ;  only in this way shall we be able to weld that 
unbr4mMe Unity of Negro and wbite toilers, a n m s a q  
condition for the rncm=fd carrying thrwgh of the great 
tasks that confront our Party in the prweat situation. 
(Prolonged a p p h e . )  
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